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ORBITS IN pPrqn AND EQUIVARIANT QUANTUM COHOMOLOGY
MITCHELL LEE, ANAND PATEL, HUNTER SPINK, DENNIS TSENG
Abstract. We compute the GLr`1-equivariant Chow class of the GLr`1-orbit closure of
any point px1, . . . , xnq P pPrqn in terms of the rank polytope of the matroid represented by
x1, . . . , xn P Pr. Using these classes and generalizations involving point configurations in
higher dimensional projective spaces, we define for each dˆn matrix M an n-ary operation
rM s~ on the small equivariant quantum cohomology ring of Pr, which is the n-ary quantum
product when M is an invertible matrix. We prove that M ÞÑ rM s~ is a valuative matroid
polytope association.
Like the quantum product, these operations satisfy recursive properties encoding solutions
to enumerative problems involving point configurations of given moduli in a relative setting.
As an application, we compute the number of line sections with given moduli of a general
degree 2r ` 1 hypersurface in Pr, generalizing the known case of quintic plane curves.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider GLr`1-equivariant Chow classes of cycles arising from point con-
figurations in projective space. These classes solve enumerative problems involving point
configurations of fixed moduli in a relative setting.
A special case of the cycles that we consider are arbitrary GLr`1-orbit closures inside pPrqn.
Aluffi and Faber [AF93] initiated the program of studying the Chow classes of these cycles
in the non-equivariant setting, recently completed by Li [Li17]. We complete this program
in the GLr`1-equivariant setting, vastly extending results of Berget and Fink [BF17].
For fixed r and any dˆ n matrix M , we define a cycle OM Ă pPrqn that generalizes GLr`1-
orbit closures in pPrqn. We develop a complete theory of these generalized matrix orbits OM
and compute the GLr`1-equivariant Chow class rOM s in terms of the rank polytope of the
(column) matroid of M .
We do so using degenerations. Generalizing work of Kapranov [Kap93] on GLr`1-orbit
closures, we show that any degeneration of the OM yields a subdivision of rank polytopes
of matroids. Even though not every subdivision of rank polytopes arises from a single
degeneration, we can use unbounded polytopal geometry to construct an explicit tree of
degenerations realizing every subdivision, proving the association M ÞÑ rOM s is an additive
matroid association in the sense of Derksen and Fink [DF10].
Enumerative problems involving point configurations in a fixed moduli also arise in the theory
formalized by Givental and Kim [GK95] of small (equivariant) quantum cohomology of Pr.
This theory is encoded by a “quantum product” which solves the enumerative problem (in
a relative setting) of counting rational curves through subvarieties of Pr with a given moduli
of intersection.
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We show that our theory of generalized matrix orbits encompasses this theory. In particular,
using our classes we define an n-ary operation rM s~ for each matrix M , which is the n-ary
quantum product when M is an invertible matrix and satisfies similar recursive properties.
We refer the reader to Section 4 for an extended exposition.
We now sketch an example of an application of our theory. Consider all intersections of a
fixed (sufficiently general) hypersurface X “ V pfq Ă Pr with lines. For each line `, the
intersection consists of d points, where d is the degree of f . Recording the moduli of these
d points in ` – P1 yields a rational map from the Grassmannian of lines Gp1, rq to the
moduli space M0,d{Sd of rational curves with d unordered marked points. If d “ 2r`1 then
dimpGp1, rqq “ dimpM0,d{Sdq, so we may ask for the degree of this map. In other words, for
d general points on P1, how many line sections of X have that moduli?
The case r “ 2 and d “ 5 was solved by Cadman and Laza [CL08]. We solve the problem
for all r as follows. Restricting f to a line ` Ă Pr yields a degree d binary form on ` and the
moduli of points ` X X in ` is encoded by the GL2-orbit of this binary form. With this in
mind, the key is to understand the Chow class of the GL2-orbit closure of d general points
on a line—not just in PpV _qd{Sd “ PpSymdV _q for a 2-dimensional vector space V , but
as a relative orbit in the bundle PpSymdS_q, where S is the rank 2 tautological bundle on
Gp1, rq. By design, equivariant cohomology allows one to extend from the absolute setting
to such a relative setting.
Given this relative orbit, we can intersect with the section s : Gp1, rq Ñ PpSymdS_q obtained
by restricting f to each line and count the number of points of intersection. In Section 12,
we carry out this program to solve the problem.
The key to the above computation is the GL2-equivariant Chow class of a GL2-orbit of d
general unordered points in P1. The orbits of ordered point configurations (as considered in
this paper) contain more information, and have also appeared under the guise of hyperplane
arrangements by taking duals [Ale15, HKT06, Kap93, KT06].
1.1. Summary of Results. We now set up our problem formally and state our results. We
strongly encourage the reader to consult Section 1.2 for a worked example of our theory.
For each dˆn matrix M with no zero columns, we consider the map µM : Ppr`1qˆd´1 99K pPrqn
induced by multiplication A ÞÑ AM of pr ` 1q ˆ d matrices with M . This map has been
studied under various guises, both classically [AF93, CLZ16, Kap93, Li17, Tzi08] and GLr`1-
equivariantly [BF12, BF15, BF17, Der09, FS12, Spe09]. We are especially interested in the
equivariant Chow class of the cycle OM , which we define as the pushforward to pPrqn of the
fundamental class under any resolution of µM . The cycle OM is equal to impµMq if µM is
generically finite onto its image (equivalently generically injective) and 0 otherwise. More
generally, we are interested in the equivariant Chow class of the graph closure ΓM of µM .
When d ď r`1, the image closure impµMq is the closure of the GLr`1-orbit of p rx1, . . . , rxnq P
pPrqn, where x1, . . . , xn are the columns of M , and rxi is considered in Pr via the inclusion
Pd´1 Ă Pr. Furthermore, it can be decomposed as impµMq “ OM1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ OMk where eachrOMis ‰ 0 and the Mi have at most d rows (see Section 3). Hence, to compute any orbit
closure, it suffices to consider the cycles OM with d ď r`1. We refer to the OM as generalized
matrix orbits for all d.
In the non-equivariant setting, the classes rOM s and rΓM s are known and can be written,
respectively, in terms of the rank polytope PM and independence polytope IM of the column
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matroid of M using [Li17] (Theorem 5.3, Theorem 5.4). On the other hand, the GLr`1-
equivariant Chow classes of rOM s have only been partially understood in particular cases
[BF12, BF15, BF17, Der09, FS12, Spe09] and no formula is known (rΓM s was never consid-
ered GLr`1-equivariantly to our knowledge).
The best understood case is d “ r ` 1. In this case, Berget and Fink [BF17] showed using
the Gelfand-MacPherson correspondence that rOM s is related to the torus-equivariant Chow
class of a particular torus orbit in the Grassmannian Grpr ` 1, nq [BF17, Theorem 3.5 (ii)]
with the further goal of computing the GLr`1ˆpKˆqn-equivariant class of the affine analogue
of OM in Apr`1qˆn. However, the degree bounds required to transfer formulas between the
projective, affine, and Grassmannian settings pose an obstacle even in this special case.
In this paper, we compute the GLr`1-equivariant Chow classes rOM s P A‚GLr`1ppPrqnq and
rΓM s P A‚GLr`1pPpr`1qˆd´1 ˆ pPrqnq for all M and r. Our formulas satisfy the degree bounds
necessary to transfer between the projective, affine, and Grassmannian settings (see Sec-
tion 13), thus completing and vastly generalizing the computation in [BF17].
Theorem 1 (Theorem 9.1). Let M be a dˆn matrix with columns x1, . . . , xn ‰ 0. If rkpMq ă
d, then OM “ 0. Otherwise, for each permutation σ “ pσp1q, . . . , σpnqq of t1, . . . , nu, let Bpσq
be the lexicographically first d-element subset ti1, . . . , idu Ă t1, . . . , nu with respect to the
ordering σp1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă σpnq such that xi1 , . . . , xid is a basis of Kd. Then for indeterminates
z1, . . . , zn, the expression
ÿ
σPSn
¨˝ ź
iPt1,...,nuzBpσq
F pziq‚˛ 1pzσp2q ´ zσp1qq . . . pzσpnq ´ zσpn´1qq
is a polynomial of degree at most r in each zi with coefficients in A
‚
GLr`1pptq, and the equi-
variant Chow class rOM s is given by evaluating this polynomial at H1, . . . , Hr, or informally
rOM s “
ÿ
σPSn
¨˝ ź
iPt1,...,nuzBpσq
F pHiq‚˛ 1pHσp2q ´Hσp1qq . . . pHσpnq ´Hσpn´1qq .
Here Hi P A‚GLr`1ppPrqnq is the pullback of the Chern class c1pOPrp1qq along the ith projection
and F pxq P A‚GLr`1pptqrxs is the universal Leray relation
śr
i“0px ` tiq, where the ti are the
standard characters of the maximal torus of GLr`1.
The non-equivariant class rOM s computed in [Li17] (see Theorem 5.3) is an integer point
transform of pr ` 1
n
qp1, . . . , 1q ´ pr ` 1qPM . By Brion’s Theorem [BHS09], it can be written
as QPM pH1, . . . , Hn, Hr`11 , . . . , Hr`1n q, where QPM is a rational function that does not depend
on r. The expression in Theorem 1 is then QPM pH1, . . . , Hn, F pH1q, . . . , F pHnqq. A similar
procedure computes the GLr`1-equivariant class rΓM s using the independence polytope IM .
Equivalently to [DF10] (see Remark 10.4), we say that a function f from d ˆ n matrices
to an abelian group Z is additive (respectively valuative) if whenever a linear combinationř
ai1PMi is supported on a positive codimension subset of t
řn
i“1 xi “ du Ă Rn (respectivelyř
ai1IMi “ 0), we have
ř
aifpMiq “ 0. These notions have been intensely studied in a
variety of contexts [Der09, DF10, Spe09].
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Theorem 2 (Theorem 7.1, Corollary 11.3). For fixed Pr, the maps M ÞÑ rOM s and M ÞÑ
rΓM s from dˆn matrices to equivariant Chow classes are additive and valuative associations
respectively. In particular, rOM s and rΓM s only depend on the matroid of M .
To prove additivity we will consider degenerations of the cycles OM , which have previously
been studied in the case d “ r ` 1 [Kap93, Spe05]. For a 1-parameter family of matrices
Mptq, we identify in Theorem 6.2 the flat limit of the cycle OMptq as tÑ 0 as a sum of cycles
kÿ
i“1
OMi ,
where M1, . . . ,Mk are certain matrices whose rank polytopes subdivide the rank polytope of
Mptq for general t. Such subdivisions have been studied in related contexts [DF10, GKZ94,
Kap93, Spe05, Spe09], and in particular this extends the connection of Gelfand, Zelevinsky
and Kapranov [GKZ94] between regular subdivisions of moment polytopes and degenerations
of toric varieties to our situation. We thus have rOMptqs “ řki“1rOMis for general t. The
most technical part of this paper uses certain unbounded polytope subdivisions to show
these degenerations are sufficiently versatile. Even for d “ r ` 1, the following result is
new. It opens an avenue to prove results about additive matroid associations using algebraic
geometry.
Theorem 3 (Section 7). Let Z be an abelian group with an element xMy for each dˆn matrix
M . Assume that xMy “ 0 if the rank polytope PM has positive codimension in třni“1 xi “ du.
Also, for each degeneration with domain curve A1 as above, assume that xMptqy “ řki“1xMiy
for general t. Then M ÞÑ xMy is additive.
The classes rOM s also behave well under series and parallel connection [Oxl11, p. 249].
Theorem 4 (Theorem 8.2). For i P t1, 2u let Mi be a diˆni matrix. Denoting by SpM1,M2q
and P pM1,M2q their series and parallel connections, we have in A‚GLr`1pPrqr~s the equality
rOM1s ‹ rOM2s “ rOP pM1,M2qs ` ~rOSpM1,M2qs
where the quantum product ‹ is taken along the last factor of A‚GLr`1ppPrqn1q “ A‚GLr`1pPrqbn1
and the first factor of A‚GLr`1ppPrqn2q “ A‚GLr`1pPrqbn2.
The operation ‹ appearing in the statement of this theorem arises from the small equivariant
quantum cohomology of Pr [GK95]. If f and g are polynomials of degree at most r with
coefficients in A‚GLr`1pptq, then fpHq ‹ gpHq “ apHq ` bpHq~, where H “ c1pOPrp1qq and a
and b are the polynomials of degree at most r such that fg “ a`bF (with F as in Theorem 1,
see Section 2.3). We will further exposit the small equivariant quantum cohomology of Pr
in Section 4.
Let QH‚GLr`1pPrq be A‚GLr`1pPrqr~s with the multiplication operation ‹ extended ~-linearly.
(Observe that this differs from the usual multiplication operation on A‚GLr`1pPrqr~s.) We
may think of A‚GLr`1pPrq as a subset, though not a subring, of QH‚GLr`1pPrq. We will define
for each matrix M an operation rM s~ that contains the data of both rOM s and rΓM s. When
M is an invertible nˆ n matrix, the operation rM s~ is the n-ary ‹-product.
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Theorem 5 (Section 10). Fix r ě 0. There exists a unique way to assign to each matrix M
an A‚GLr`1pptq-linear maps
rM s~ : A‚GLr`1pPrqbn Ñ QH‚GLr`1pPrq,
where n is the number of columns of M , such that the following five properties hold.
(i) The association M ÞÑ rM s~ from dˆ n matrices to operations is valuative. For fixed n
and possibly varying d, the operation rM s~ depends only on the matroid of M .
(ii) The actions of the symmetric group Sn on the columns of M and on A
‚
GLr`1pPrqbn are
compatible.
(iii) Let ˚ denote the 1 ˆ 1 identity matrix. Then r˚s~ is the inclusion A‚GLr`1pPrq ãÑ
A‚GLr`1pPrqr~s – QH‚GLr`1pPrq.
(iv) If M1 and M2 are matrices with n1 and n2 columns respectively, then rM1 ‘M2s~ “
rM1s~ ‹ rM2s~, where rM1s~ applies to the first n1 tensor factors and rM2s~ applies to
the last n2 tensor factors.
(v) If M is a dˆn matrix and τďk is a general kˆd matrix, then rτďkM s~ is the reduction
of rM s~ modulo ~k.
Furthermore, the Poincare´ dual class rM s:~ P A‚GLr`1pPrqbn bQH‚GLr`1pPrq is given by
rM s:~ “
rkpMq´1ÿ
k“0
rOτďk`1pM‘˚qs~k.
We will see in Section 10 how this lets us calculate Poincare´ dual classes rOM s: (which are
important for intersection theory purposes), which take a particularly elegant form when the
matroid of M is a Schubert matroid. Together, these two theorems yield a non-trivial recur-
sive relationship between generalized matrix orbits via rM s~ ‹ rN s~ “ rM ‘N s~, generalizing
the recursive relationships arising from small equivariant quantum cohomology.
Using the wonderful compactification [Li09], we compute the equivariant class rΓM s via rM s~.
Theorem 6 (Theorem 11.1). Let F,Hi be as in Theorem 1. Define the ring homomorphism
q : QH‚GLr`1pPrq Ñ A‚GLr`1pPpr`1qˆd´1q – A‚GLr`1pptqrHs{pF pHqdq
by
q
˜
kÿ
i“0
aipHq~i
¸
“
d´1ÿ
i“0
aipHqF pHqi
whenever a0, . . . , ak are polynomials of degree at most r with coefficients in A
‚
GLr`1pptq. (Here
H P A‚GLr`1pPpr`1qˆd´1q is the Chern class c1pOPpr`1qˆd´1p1qq.) Then the equivariant Chow
class
rΓM s P A‚GLr`1pPpr`1qˆd´1 ˆ pPrqnq “ A‚GLr`1pPrqbn b A‚GLr`1pPpr`1qˆd´1q
is given (using the notation of Theorem 5) by
rΓM s “ p1b qqprM s:~q.
Equivalently, with the notation of Theorem 5, let ak P A‚GLr`1ppPrqnqbA‚GLr`1pPpr`1qˆd´1q be
the result of replacing Hn`1 with H in any expression for rOτďk`1pM‘˚qs with degree at most
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r in Hn`1. (For example, we can use the formula given in Theorem 1.) Then
rΓM s “
d´1ÿ
k“0
akF pHqk.
For example, as an immediate consequence rM s~pexppd1H1 ` . . . ` dnHnqq computes an
equivariant generalization to the adjusted predegree polynomial of hyperplane configurations
with multiplicities di as defined in [AF00, Tzi08].
In Section 4, we will further identify certain cycles that naturally appear in small quantum
equivariant cohomology as OM for certain M . Degenerations of these OM induced from
degenerations in M0,n also arise as degenerations OMptq, embedding the theory of small
equivariant quantum cohomology of Pr into this broader setting. Hence, we can think of the
cycles OM and operations rM s~ as forming a matroidal generalization of small equivariant
quantum cohomology.
We give an application of our theory to enumerative geometry. Given a smooth quintic plane
curve X Ă P2, there is a rational map
φX : pP2q_ 99KM0,5{S5
sending a line ` to the moduli of the intersection ` XX as a quintuple of points on ` – P1.
Cadman and Laza [CL08] showed that if no line intersects X at most twice, then
degpφXq “ 2 ¨ p# bitangents of Xq ` 4 ¨ p# flexes of Xq “ 2 ¨ 120` 4 ¨ 45 “ 420.
We extend this to hypersurfaces X Ă Pr of degree d “ 2r`1 for all r by computing degpφXq
and separately expressing degpφXq in terms of the lines tri-incident to X.
Theorem 7 (Theorem 12.5). Let X Ă Pr be a hypersurface of degree d “ 2r ` 1 such that
no line meets X at most twice or is contained in X. The degree of
φX : Gp1, rq 99KM0,d{Sd
is the difference between the coefficients of ur´1vr´1 and ur´2vr in the expansion of
dpd´ 1qpd´ 2q
d´2ź
k“2
pku` pd´ kqvq.
More generally Theorem 12.5 computes the class of a general fiber of φX when we drop the
assumption d “ 2r ` 1.
Theorem 8 (Theorem 12.7). Let X Ă Pr be a hypersurface of degree d “ 2r ` 1 such that
no line meets X at most twice or is contained in X. Then
degpφXq “
ÿ
aěbą1,a`b`1“d
2na,b,1 ` 4nd´2,1,1,
where na,b,c is the number (counted with certain multiplicities) of lines that intersect X at
three points with multiplicities exactly a, b, c.
We will see later that Theorem 8 is induced by a relation between generalized matrix orbit
classes arising from Theorem 2.
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1.2. Extended Example. In this subsection we present an extended example to demon-
strate the key aspects of our theory. Let p1, . . . , p6 P P2 be the points depicted below (or any
other six points with the same collinearity relations).
1
2 3
4 5 6
Let A be any 3 ˆ 6 matrix whose projectivized columns are p1, . . . , p6. For any r ě 2, the
cycle rOM s P A‚GLr`1ppPrq6q is the closure of the GLr`1-orbit of pp1, . . . , p6q P pPrq6, where
each point pi is considered as an element of Pr via the inclusion P2 ãÑ Pr (Proposition 3.1).
The rank polytope of (the column matroid of) A is the convex hull of the 17 points
tei ` ej ` ek | pi, pj, pk span P2u Ă R6.
and Theorem 1 expresses the class rOM s P A‚GLr`1ppPrq6q as a sum of 6! rational functions.
However, such a large sum is difficult to manipulate in practice. Instead, we may understand
rOAs by computing the Poincare´ dual
rOAs: : A‚GLr`1pPrqb6 Ñ A‚GLr`1pptq,
which is defined by
rOAs:pf1pHq, . . . , f6pHqq “
ż
pPrq6
rOAsf1pH1q . . . f6pH6q
for any polynomials f1, . . . , f6 with coefficients in A
‚
GLr`1pptq. (Here, the Hi “ pii˚ c1pOPrp1qq
are the hyperplane classes in pPrq6, where pii is the projection to the ith factor.) In many
cases (such as this one), we can compute Poincare´ dual classes efficiently by breaking the
problem into smaller pieces.
We can relate rOAs with other classes through the following degeneration tree. HereB,C,D,E
are 3ˆ 6 matrices whose projectivized columns are the depicted point configurations.
5 6
2
1
3
4
A
5 6
2
1
3
4
B
5 6
2
1
3
4
D
2
1
4 3, 5, 6C
1
3
62, 4, 5E
The rank polytopes of A, B, C, D, and E are related by subdivisions. The hyperplane
tx1 ` x2 ` x4 “ 2u separates the rank polytope PB of B into the rank polytopes PA and PC
of A and C respectively. Similarly, the hyperplane tx1 ` x3 ` x6 “ 2u separates PD into PB
and PE.
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Accordingly, the cycle OB degenerates to a union OA YOC and OD degenerates to a union
OB YOE (Theorem 6.2), so we get
rOBs “ rOAs ` rOCs rODs “ rOBs ` rOEs.
Not all subdivisions of rank polytopes yield degenerations of the cycles OM , but they all
yield relations between the generalized matrix orbit classes rOM s (Theorem 2).
Therefore,
rOAs “ rODs ´ rOCs ´ rOEs
so
(1) rOAs: “ rODs: ´ rOCs: ´ rOEs:.
To compute rOAs:, it remains to compute rOCs:, rODs:, and rOEs:, for which we will use
the operations
rCs~, rDs~, rEs~ : A‚GLr`1pPrqb6 Ñ QH‚GLr`1pPrq “ A‚GLr`1pptqrzsr~s{pF pzq ´ ~q.
(Theorem 5). Here F pzq “śri“0pz ` tiq is the universal Leray relation, where the ti are the
standard characters of the maximal torus of GLr`1.
To compute rCs~, rDs~, rEs~, we will use the fact that the column matroids of C, D, E are
Schubert matroids, which means that they can be constructed from the empty matrix via
the two operations of direct sum with the 1ˆ 1 identity matrix and generic projection.
For example, we may write
D “ τď3p˚ ‘ ˚ ‘ ˚ ‘ τď2p˚ ‘ ˚ ‘ ˚qq,
where each ˚ is a 1ˆ1 identity matrix, the τď2 is a general 2ˆ3 matrix, and τď3 is a general
3ˆ 5 matrix. Hence, by Theorem 5 we have
rDs~pf1pHq, . . . , f6pHqq “ f1pzqf2pzqf3pzqpf4pzqf5pzqf6pzq mod F pzq2q mod F pzq3
for any polynomials f1, . . . , f6 of degree at most r with coefficients in A
‚
GLr`1pptq. We have
thus expressed rDs~ using polynomial multiplication and division with remainder.
By Theorem 5 again, we have
rODs:pf1pHq, . . . , f6pHqq “ rzrsrF pzq2srDs~pf1pHq, . . . , f6pHqq
“ rzrsrF pzq2spf1pzqf2pzqf3pzqpf4pzqf5pzqf6pzq mod F pzq2qq.
(Here, if g is a polynomial in z with coefficients in A‚GLr`1pptq, then we write rF pzq2sg for
the coefficient a2 when g is expressed as
g “ a0 ` a1F pzq ` a2pF pzqq2 ` . . .
where each coefficient ai is a polynomial of degree at most r in z.)
We can perform a similar procedure for the matrices C and E, yielding
rOCs:pf1pHq, . . . , f6pHqq “ rzrsrF pzq2srCs~pf1pHq, . . . , f6pHqq
“ rzrsrF pzq2spf1pzqf2pzqf4pzqpf3pzqf5pzqf6pzq mod F pzqqq
rOEs:pf1pHq, . . . , f6pHqq “ rzrsrF pzq2srEs~pf1pHq, . . . , f6pHqq
“ rzrsrF pzq2spf1pzqf3pzqf6pzqpf2pzqf4pzqf5pzq mod F pzqqq.
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By (1), the class rOAs: is given by
rOAs:pf1pHq, . . . , f6pHqq “ rzrsrF pzq2spf1pzqf2pzqf3pzqpf4pzqf5pzqf6pzq mod F pzq2q
´ f1pzqf2pzqf4pzqpf3pzqf5pzqf6pzq mod F pzqq
´ f1pzqf3pzqf6pzqpf2pzqf4pzqf5pzq mod F pzqqq.
for all polynomials f1, . . . , f6 of degree at most r with coefficients in A
‚
GLr`1pptq. We will see
in Section 10.4 how to apply a similar procedure to compute rOM s: for all M .
1.3. Structure of the paper. The structure of the paper is as follows.
‚ In Section 2, we describe our notations and conventions.
‚ In Section 3, we set up the problem and define the cycles OM and ΓM .
‚ In Section 4, we compute a motivating example and connect µM with QH‚GLr`1pPrq.‚ In Section 5, we collect and survey the non-equivariant results that we will use.
‚ In Section 6, we study degenerations of OM and deduce relations between the rOM s.
‚ In Section 7, we prove that the association M ÞÑ rOM s is additive.
‚ In Section 8, we compute the generalized matrix orbit class of the series and parallel
connection of two matrices.
‚ In Section 9, we use Brion’s theorem to construct the formula for rOM s.
‚ In Section 10, we construct rM s~ and analyze the Poincare´ dual classes rOM s:.
‚ In Section 11, we compute rΓM s from rM s~ using the wonderful compactification.
‚ In Section 12, we extend the computation of Cadman and Laza regarding line sections
of a general quintic plane curve to hypersurfaces of every dimension.
‚ In Section 13, we define an affine analog of OM in Apr`1qˆn and compute its GLr`1ˆ
pKˆqn-equivariant Chow class.
‚ In Appendix A, we collect the results of unbounded polytope geometry and matroid
polytopes needed in the body of the paper.
‚ In Appendix B, we recall the construction of the wonderful compactification via
building sets [Li09] necessary for analyzing specific equivariant resolutions of µM .
2. Notation and Conventions
In what follows, we fix an algebraically closed field K of arbitrary characteristic. If v is a
nonzero element in a vector space V we write rv for the image of v in PpV q. We denote the
projectivization of the vector space Akˆ` of k ˆ ` matrices by Pkˆ`´1.
2.1. Matrices, matroids and polytopes. Let d and n be integers. The hypersimplex
∆d,n Ă Rn is defined by
∆d,n “
#
px1, . . . , xnq P r0, 1sn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
xi “ d
+
.
When d and n are clear from context, we sometimes write the hypersimplex as ∆ rather
than ∆d,n. The hypersimplex is the convex hull of the vectors eA :“ řiPA ei, where A ranges
over all d-element subsets of t1, . . . , nu. We will sometimes abuse notation and use the same
symbol to denote both eA and A.
Given a d ˆ n matrix M , we define the rank function rkM : 2t1,...,nu Ñ Zě0 by rkMpAq “
rkpMAq, where MA is the submatrix of M formed by the columns in A. When M is clear
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from context, we sometimes write the rank function as rk rather than rkM . The matroid of
M is the data of the rank function rkM , which is determined by the maximal independent
subsets of the columns of M . The rank polytope of M is the set
PM “
#
px1, . . . , xnq P ∆d,n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
iPA
xi ď rkMpAq for all A Ă t1, . . . , nu
+
and the independence polytope of M is the set
IM “
#
px1, . . . , xnq P Rně0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
iPA
xi ď rkMpAq for all A Ă t1, . . . , nu
+
.
The rank polytope of M is the convex hull of eA where A ranges over all d-element subsets
of t1, . . . , nu such that rkMpAq “ d, and the independence polytope of M is the convex hull
of eA where A ranges over all subsets of t1, . . . , nu such that rkMpAq “ |A|. Observe that the
rank polytope of M is empty if rkpMq ă d and determines the matroid of M if rkpMq “ d.
The rank polytope of a general dˆ n matrix is ∆d,n.
2.2. GLr`1-equivariant Chow rings. Let t0, . . . , tr : pKˆqr`1 Ñ Kˆ be the standard char-
acters of the maximal torus pKˆqr`1 of diagonal matrices in GLr`1. The GLr`1-equivariant
Chow ring of a point is A‚GLr`1pptq – Zrt0, . . . , trsSr`1 [EG98, Section 3.2]. All tensor prod-
ucts b of equivariant rings will be over A‚GLr`1pptq.
We only consider varieties with algebraic cell decompositions, so GLr`1-equivariant Chow
rings in this paper embed into the corresponding pKˆqr`1-equivariant Chow rings via the
inclusion Zrt0, . . . , tnsSr`1 ãÑ Zrt0, . . . , tns. Thus we may treat the ti as separate variables.
The GLr`1-equivariant Chow ring of projective space is
A‚GLr`1pPrq “ A‚GLr`1pptqrHs{F pHq
where H “ c1pOPrp1qq and F pHq “ śri“0pH ` tiq is the universal Leray relation [EG98,
Section 3.3]. Also,
A‚GLr`1ppPrqnq “ A‚GLr`1pPrqbn “ A‚GLr`1pptqrH1, . . . , Hns{pF pH1q, . . . , F pHnqq
and
A‚GLr`1pPpr`1qˆd´1q “ A‚GLr`1pptqrHs{F pHqd.
If g is a polynomial with coefficients in A‚GLr`1pptq, then the equivariant integration (push-
forward) map
ş
Pr : A
‚
GLr`1pPrq Ñ A‚GLr`1pptq takes gpHq to the coefficient of Hr in g¯pHq,
where g¯ is the reduction of g mod F (that is, the unique polynomial of degree at most r that
is equivalent to g mod F ).
2.3. The quantum product ‹ and QH‚GLr`1pPrq. We define the small equivariant quan-
tum cohomology ring of Pr (as an abstract ring, independent of characteristic) to be
QH‚GLr`1pPrq “ A‚GLr`1pptqrzsr~s{p~´ F pzqq – A‚GLr`1pptqrzs.
Specializing to ~ “ 0 recovers A‚GLr`1pPrq, so QH‚GLr`1pPrq is a commutative, associative
deformation of A‚GLr`1pPrq. We use ‹ to denote the multiplication on QH‚GLr`1pPrq.
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There is an A‚GLr`1pptq-linear lifting map A‚GLr`1pPrq Ñ QH‚GLr`1pPrq taking gpHq ÞÑ g¯pzq,
which extends ~-linearly to an isomorphism A‚GLr`1pPrqr~s – QH‚GLr`1pPrq of A‚GLr`1pptq-
modules. This isomorphism transports ‹ to an operation on A‚GLr`1pPrqr~s, which we also
denote by ‹. (Observe that ‹ is not the usual multiplication operation on A‚GLr`1pPrqr~s.)
The operation ‹ on A‚GLr`1pPrqr~s is A‚GLr`1pptqr~s-linear. If f and g are polynomials with
coefficients in A‚GLr`1pptq, then fpHq ‹ gpHq “ apHq ` bpHq~, where a and b are the polyno-
mials of degree at most r with fpzqgpzq “ apzq`bpzqF pzq. These two properties characterize
the ‹-product. From an operational point of view, the usual multiplication on A‚GLr`1pPrq is
polynomial multiplication mod F and the ‹-product is polynomial multiplication.
If f is a polynomial in one variable z with coefficients in A‚GLr`1pptq, we denote by rzksf P
A‚GLr`1pptq the coefficient of zk in f . We denote by rF pzqksf or r~ksf the coefficient ak when
f is expressed as
fpzq “ a0 ` a1F pzq ` a2F pzq2 ` . . . “ a0 ` a1~` a2~2 ` . . .
where each coefficient ai is a polynomial of degree at most r in z.
3. Setup
Fix an integer r. For each d ˆ n matrix M with no zero columns, we consider the map
µM : Ppr`1qˆd´1 99K pPrqn induced by multiplication A ÞÑ AM of pr`1qˆd matrices with M .
More precisely, let x1, . . . , xn be the columns of M . Then µMp rAq “ pĄAx1, . . . , ĄAxnq P pPrqd
whenever A P Apr`1qˆd is a matrix such that Axi ‰ 0 for all i. The map µM is clearly
GLr`1-equivariant. If d ď r ` 1, then impµMq is equal to the closure of the GLr`1-orbit of
prx1, . . . , rxnq P pPrqn, where rxi is considered in Pr via the inclusion Pd´1 Ă Pr. Let
B
Ppr`1qˆd´1 pPrqn
piM
rµM
µM
be any resolution of the indeterminacy of µM . In proofs, we will always use the GLr`1-
equivariant resolution given in Appendix B, which has the advantage of being given by a
sequence of blowups along smooth centers.
We define the generalized matrix orbit of M to be the algebraic cycle
OM “ prµMq˚B “ prµMq˚pi˚MPpr`1qˆd´1 P Zpr`1qd´1ppPrqnq.
This cycle is independent of the choice of resolution rµM and by Theorem 5.3 it is equal to
impµMq or 0 (rather than k ¨ impµMq for some k ą 1). If the morphisms rµM , piM are GLr`1-
equivariant we may further define the equivariant generalized matrix orbit pushforward and
pullback maps
pµMq˚ : A‚GLr`1pPpr`1qˆd´1qÕ A‚GLr`1ppPrqnq : µ˚M
on equivariant Chow groups by pµMq˚ “ prµMq˚ ˝ piM˚ and µM˚ “ ppiMq˚ ˝ rµM˚ . These are
A‚GLr`1pptq “ Zrt0, . . . , trsSr`1-linear maps and, again, independent of the choice of resolution.
The graph closure ΓM of φM is the GLr`1-equivariant cycle given by
ΓM “ impidˆµMq P Zpr`1qd´1pPpr`1qˆd´1 ˆ pPrqnq,
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and resolves the indeterminacy locus of µM via its two projections. We haveż
Ppr`1qˆd´1
rαsµ˚M rβs “
ż
B
pi˚M rαsrµ˚M rβs “ ż
pPrqn
rβspµMq˚rαs,
and
ş
ΓM
pi˚rαsµ˜M˚ rβs “
ş
Ppr`1qˆd´1ˆpPrqnrαsrβsrΓM s, so the equivariant formulas for pµMq˚, µM˚ ,
and rΓM s all determine each other.
Observe that since we defined OM to be an ppr`1qd´1q-dimensional algebraic cycle, it does
not contain the data of impµMq if dimpimpµMqq ă pr ` 1qd ´ 1. This in particular occurs if
M is not a “connected” matrix. Nevertheless, for d ď r` 1 we can still write impµMq as the
product of generalized matrix orbits as follows. First, by replacing M with a subset of rows
we may assume rkpMq “ d.
Definition 3.1. We say that a d ˆ n matrix M is connected if rkpMq “ d and there does
not exist 0 Ĺ A Ĺ t1, . . . , nu such that rkMpAq ` rkMpt1, . . . , nuzAq “ d.
Observe that any dˆ n matrix M of rank d with no zero columns can be written as
gpM1 ‘ . . .‘MkqP
where each Mi is connected, P is a permutation matrix, and g P GLd.
Proposition 3.1. Let rx1, . . . , rxn P Pd´1 be points not all contained in any hyperplane and
let M be the matrix with columns x1, . . . , xn. Suppose that M “ M1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Mk where each
Mi is connected.
Then if d ď r ` 1, the GLr`1-orbit closure impµMq of prx1, . . . , rxnq P pPrqn is equal to
OM1ˆ . . .ˆOMk and has the expected dimension pr`1qd´k. Hence rimpµMqs “
śk
i“1rOMis.
Proof. We will first prove the proposition for k “ 1. Viewing Pd´1 as linearly embedded in
Pr, it suffices to show that any element stabilizing prx1, . . . , rxnq stabilizes every point of Pd´1.
Indeed, given such a g, each xi is an eigenvector of g, so K
d “ Spantx1, . . . , xnu is a direct
sum of eigenspaces of g. Since M is connected, each xi has the same eigenvalue, so g acts
by a scalar on Kd, as desired.
For any k, let di be the number of columns of Mi. Then, if Ai is a pr ` 1q ˆ di matrix for
1 ď i ď n, we have the equality of block matrices¨˝ | |
A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Ak
| |
‚˛¨˝M1 . . .
Mk
‚˛“
¨˝ | |
A1M1 ¨ ¨ ¨ AkMk
| |
‚˛.
Hence impµMq “ impµM1qˆ. . .ˆimpµMkq and the result follows from the previous paragraph.

By the above, to compute the equivariant class of any GLr`1-orbit in pPrqn it suffices to
compute the classes rOM s. From now on we work exclusively with OM instead of impµMq.
All of our theorems can be trivially extended to all matrices by defining OM , pµMq˚, µM˚ ,
and ΓM to all be zero if M has a zero column. However, we will usually not treat matrices
with a zero column in our proofs.
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4. Motivating example and the connection of µM with QH
‚
GLr`1pPrq
Here we make precise the connection between generalized matrix orbits and the small equi-
variant quantum cohomology of Pr. In this section only, we will assume charK “ 0.
The concrete focus of this section will be on the following problem.
Problem 4.1. What is the class in A‚GLr`1ppPrqnq of the closure of the GLr`1-orbit ofpp1, . . . , pnq P pPrqn, where p1, . . . , pn P Pr are general?
Let M be an pr`1qˆn matrix whose projectivized columns are p1, . . . , pn. By Proposition 3.1
theGLr`1-orbit closure of pp1, . . . , pnq isOM if n ą r`1 and pPrqn if n ď r`2. The expression
for the class of this orbit closure computed in [BF17, Theorem 5.1] is incorrect because their
expression for “rYpipvqsT” does not satisfy the degree hypothesis of [BF17, Theorem 3.5 (ii)].
More generally, in this section we will consider the following problem.
Problem 4.2. If Md is a general dˆ n matrix, what is rOMds P A‚GLr`1ppPrqnq?
4.1. Specialization. We can use specialization to reduce Problem 4.2 to a fact about the
small equivariant quantum cohomology of Pr. For convenience, we will compute rOMd`1s
rather than rOMds. Let p1, . . . , pn be the projectivized columns of Md`1.
We will show in Theorem 7.1 that the class rOMd`1s depends only on the matroid of p1, . . . , pn.
Hence, rather than choosing p1, . . . , pn to be general, we may choose them in any way such
that any d` 1 of them are linearly independent.
Therefore, we can choose p1, . . . , pn to be distinct points on a rational normal curve C Ă Pd.
In this way, we may view C as an n-pointed rational curve pP1, p1, . . . , pnq. We will now
show that OM is the closure of
tpψpp1q, . . . , ψppnqq | ψ : P1 Ñ Pr is a degree d mapu.
Afterwards, we may break our problem into smaller parts by using the structure of M0,n,
the coarse moduli space of n-pointed stable curves of genus 0.
4.2. Small Equivariant Quantum Cohomology of Pr. At this point it makes sense to
recall the theory of small equivariant quantum cohomology [GK95], specifically in the case of
Pr. We will use the Kontsevich space, the coarse moduli space M0,npPr, dq whose points are
pC, ψq where C is a genus 0 curve with n marked points p1, . . . , pn and ψ : C Ñ Pr is a degree
d stable map. There is a map pi : M0,npPr, dq ÑM0,n that forgets the morphism to Pr and
stabilizes the domain curve and there are evaluation maps ev1, . . . , evn : M0,npPr, dq Ñ Pr
that send pC, ψq to ψpp1q, . . . , ψppnq respectively. We thus have the following diagram.
M0,npPr, dq pPrqn
M0,n
ev
pi
Let X Ă M0,npPr, dq be a GLr`1-equivariant cycle. The convolution operation convX,d :
A‚GLr`1ppPrqn´1q Ñ A‚GLr`1pPrq is defined by
convX,dpxq “ pevnq˚prXs X pev1, . . . , evn´1q˚xq.
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The ‹-product of small equivariant quantum cohomology allows one to compute the operation
convpi´1pCq,d for C PM0,n, which can be geometrically interpreted as follows. Given effective
cycles X1, . . . , Xn´1 in the projectivization of the universal rank r ` 1 vector bundle, the
convolution convpi´1pCq,dprX1s b . . .b rXn´1sq should be thought of as the Chow class of the
cycle swept out by ψppnq as ψ : C Ñ Pr ranges over all degree d rational maps to fibers of
the bundle such that ψppiq P Xi for 1 ď i ď n´ 1.
As pi is flat [KV07, Remark 2.6.8], convpi´1pCq,d is independent of the choice of C. More
generally, the operation convX,d, where X is an irreducible component of pi
´1pCq, can also
be computed using small equivariant quantum cohomology, and if pi´1pCq has irreducible
components X1, . . . , Xk, then
řk
i“1 convXi,d “ convpi´1pCq,d. The fact that the components of
pi´1pCq have multiplicity one can be deduced either from the deformation theory techniques
of [FP97, Section 5] or from the description in [Gia13, Section 4.1].
In Section 4.5, we will see how for a fixed C the data of convpi´1pCq,d for varying d is encoded
in the ‹-product on QH‚GLr`1pPrq.
4.3. Connecting the Kontsevich mapping space with µM . The operation convX is
Poincare´ dual to the class
rev˚Xs P A‚GLr`1ppPrqnq “ A‚GLr`1ppPrqn´1q b A‚GLr`1pPrq.
We now make a fundamental observation, apparently new in this level of generality. If X is
an irreducible component of a fiber pi´1pCq of pi, then ev˚X can be expressed as OM for an
explicit dˆn matrix M , which we show in Lemma 4.3. In the case d “ r`1, this is reflected
in the fact that M0,n embeds into the Chow quotient pPrqn{{ChSLr`1 [Gia13, Section 3.2].
Lemma 4.3. Let Z ĂM0,npPr, dq be a component of a fiber pi´1pCq. Then ev˚Z “ OM for
some pd` 1q ˆ n matrix M .
Proof. Suppose that C “ rpC, p1, . . . , pnqs and let C1, . . . , Ck be the components of C. By
[Gia13, Section 4.1], there is an open locus Z˝ Ă Z and integers d1, . . . , dk such that Z˝
parameterizes maps C Ñ Pr that restrict to degree di on each Ci.
Let L be the line bundle on C that restricts to OP1pdvq on each component Cv – P1 and let
V “ H0pC,Lq. Then dimpV q “ d` 1 and we have a map f : C Ñ PpV _q.
Let W “ Kr`1. Each rational map C Ñ Pr “ PpW_q that restricts to degree dv on each
component Cv can be written uniquely as a composition C
fÝÑ PpV _q 99K PpW_q, where the
map PpV _q 99K PpW_q is induced by a linear map W Ñ V . This is a regular map if and
only if the linear system W Ñ V “ H0pC,Lq is basepoint-free.
Let U Ă PpHompW,V qq be the open locus of basepoint-free linear systems W Ñ V –
H0pC,Lq. Then U is nonempty and by the above it embeds into Z˝. We have a diagram
U Z
PpHompW,V qq pPrqn.
ev|Z
µM
So PpHompW,V qq and Z share the open set U , and the bottom map is µM where M is any
matrix with projectivized columns fpp1q, . . . , fppnq P PpV _q. The result now follows. 
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4.4. Degenerating the domain curve. By the proof of Lemma 4.3, we have OMd`1 “
ev˚pi´1pCq if C “ rpP1, p1, . . . , pnqs, where p1, . . . , pn P P1 have the same moduli as in
Section 4.1. Since pi is flat, the same equation holds for any C, so we can choose C “
rpC0, p1, . . . , pnqs to be a chain of n´ 2 rational curves.
p1
p2 p3 pn´2 pn´1
pn
Let Γ0 be the dual graph of C0, which is a chain of n´ 2 vertices connected by edges. Then
the fiber of pi over pC0, p1, . . . , pnq has
`
n´3`d
d
˘
components, indexed by assignments of degrees
to the n ´ 2 vertices of Γ0 that sum to d. However, most components push forward to zero
under ev˚ for dimension reasons, and only
`
n´2
d
˘
components, corresponding to assignments
of degrees of 0’s and 1’s, survive.
Therefore, the cycle OMd`1 degenerates to
`
n´2
d
˘
generalized matrix orbits by Lemma 4.3.
4.5. Expanding out a small quantum product. To make use of the observations in
Section 4.4, we give an alternative geometric definition of the small quantum cohomology
ring of projective space and expand a product. Recall that we defined QH‚GLr`1pPrq to be
A‚GLr`1pPrqr~s with a multiplication ‹ deforming the usual multiplication on A‚GLr`1pPrq. In
the remainder of this subsection, we will be working with the following equivalent geometric
definition of ‹.
Definition 4.1. Given f, g P A‚GLr`1pPrq, define f ‹ g in QH‚GLr`1pPrq by
f ‹ g “
¨˚
˝ f g
0
‹˛‚`
¨˚
˝ f g
1
‹˛‚~
where
f
g
i
denotes convpi´1pptq,ipf, gq for pt “M0,3. In characteristic zero this agrees with
the definition from Section 2.3 which is the definition used exclusively outside this section.
We now show geometrically that ‹ is commutative and associative, and interpret r~kspf1 ‹
¨ ¨ ¨‹fnq. Note that r~0spf ‹gq “ fg sinceM0,3pPr, 0q “ Pr, so ‹ will thus yield a commutative
associative deformation of the multiplication on A‚GLr`1pPrq.
Remark 4.4. Naively, if f and g are effective cycles, then
f
g
i
is the locus in Pr swept
out by all degree i curves passing through the two cycles. This expression vanishes for i ą 1
for dimension reasons.
We can expand an n-fold ‹-product by applying Definition 4.1 repeatedly. For example,
when n “ 3,
pf ‹ gq ‹ h “
¨˚
˝
¨˚
˝ f g
0
‹˛‚`
¨˚
˝ f g
1
‹˛‚~‹˛‚‹ h
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“
¨˚
˝ f g
0
h
0
‹˛‚`
¨˚
˝ f g
1
h
0
`
f
g
0
h
1
‹˛‚~`
¨˚
˝ f g
1
h
1
‹˛‚~2.
Here
f
g
i
h
j
denotes the convolution convZi,j ,i`jpf, g, hq, where Zi,j ĂM0,4pPr, i ` jq is
defined as follows. Let C “ rpC, p1, p2, p3, p4qs, where C “ C1 Y C2 be the reducible curve
in M0,4 with p1, p2 P C1 and p3, p4 P C2. Then Zi,j is the component of the fiber of pi´1pCq
generically parameterizing maps C Ñ Pr that restrict to degree i on C1 and degree j on C2.
We are using the fact that the composition of convolution operations corresponds to the
gluing morphism between Kontsevich spaces, so that
convZi,j ,i`jpf, g, hq “ convpi´1pptq,jpconvpi´1pptq,ipf, gq, hq.
There are no issues with multiplicities because the gluing morphism will always be an iso-
morphism in our case [FP97, Lemma 12 (i)].
Observe that, for any d, the coefficient of ~d in the expansion of pf ‹ gq ‹ h is equal to
ÿ
i`j“d
f
g
i
h
j
“
ÿ
i`j“d
convZi,j ,dpf, g, hq.
The Zi,j for i ` j “ d are exactly the components of the fiber pi´1pCq, so this sum is
convpi´1pCq,dpf, g, hq. By the flatness of pi, this implies that pf ‹ gq ‹h does not depend on the
ordering of f , g, and h, so ‹ is commutative and associative.
Furthermore, this coefficient is (by the discussion in Section 4.4) equal toż
pPrq4ÑPr
rOMd`1sfpH1qgpH2qhpH3q,
where Md`1 is a general pd ` 1q ˆ 4 matrix. Performing the same steps for arbitrary n and
again using Section 4.4 yields
f1 ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ fn´1 “
nÿ
d“0
~dconvpi´1pCq,dpf1, . . . , fn´1q
and the following theorem, which we will use to find rOMds.
Theorem 4.5. We have
f1 ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ fn´1 “
n´1ÿ
d“0
ˆ
~d
ż
pPrqnÑPr
rOMd`1sf1pH1q ¨ ¨ ¨ fn´1pHn´1q
˙
,
where Md is a general dˆ n matrix.
Remark 4.6. In arbitrary characteristic, this holds by Section 10.2. By the simple presen-
tation of QH‚GLr`1pPrq described in Section 2.3, computing f1 ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹fn reduces to polynomial
multiplication and expansion in terms of powers of the polynomial F pHq “śri“0 pH ` tiq.
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4.6. Computing rOM s for a general d ˆ n matrix. By the formulas in Section 2.3, we
may easily deduce from Theorem 4.5 thatż
pPrqn
rOMdsf1pH1q ¨ ¨ ¨ fnpHnq “ rzrsrF pzqd´1sf1pzq ¨ ¨ ¨ fnpzq.
We will use this to construct the formula for rOMds.
Theorem 4.7. The equivariant Chow class rOMds is given by
rOMds “ rzrsrF pzqd´1s
nź
i“1
F pzq ´ F pHiq
z ´Hi .
Proof. For any polynomial f with coefficients in A‚GLr`1pptq, we haveż
Pr
F pzq ´ F pHq
z ´H fpHq “
ż
Pr
F pzq ´ F pHq
z ´H fpHq
“
ż
Pr
F pzq ´ F pHq
z ´H fpzq `
ż
Pr
F pzq ´ F pHq
z ´H pfpHq ´ fpzqq
“
ż
Pr
F pzq ´ F pHq
z ´H fpzq `
ż
Pr
fpzq ´ fpHq
z ´H pF pHq ´ F pzqq
“
ż
Pr
F pzq ´ F pHq
z ´H fpzq ` 0´ 0
“ fpzq;
that is, F pzq´F pHq
z´H P A‚GLr`1pPrqbQH‚GLr`1pPrq is Poincare´ dual to the lifting mapA‚GLr`1pPrq Ñ
QH‚GLr`1pPrq. Hence ż
pPrqn
nź
i“1
F pzq ´ F pHiq
z ´Hi fipHiq “
nź
i“1
fipzq.
Applying rzrsrF pzqd´1s to both sides of this equation yields the desired result. 
Corollary 4.8. The expressionÿ
|A|“d
˜ź
jRA
F pzjq
¸ÿ
iPA
ź
j‰i
p´1qn´d
zi ´ zj
is a polynomial in z1, . . . , zr, and rOMds is obtained by evaluating this polynomial at zi “ Hi.
Proof. Apply partial fraction decomposition to the denominator of the expression in Theo-
rem 4.7. This will also follow from the general expression in Theorem 9.1. 
4.7. How does this story generalize? In this section, we have computed rOMds for Md
a general dˆ n matrix. We now want to generalize to arbitrary matrices M and remove the
restriction on the characteristic of the base field. Modulo the results of Section 7 used in
Section 4.1 to specialize our points to a rational normal curve, we used the Kontsevich space
in order to degenerate our OMd into a union of simpler OM 1 . These simpler OM 1 could then
be further decomposed via the gluing morphism of the Kontsevich space.
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In general, we want to keep all of the tools we have used without relying on the Kontsevich
space. In particular our arguments will not depend on the characteristic of the base field. In
Section 6, we show that the behaviour of generalized matrix orbits is governed by polytope
geometry, and in Section 7 we use these degenerations to yield enough relations to allow us
to relate complicated generalized matrix orbits with much simpler ones. This turns out to
be a difficult combinatorial task involving the geometry of unbounded polytopal regions, and
is the technical bulk of the paper. The upshot is that the class of a generalized matrix orbit
depends only on the underlying matroid and that generalized orbit classes are “additive”
with respect to matroid polytopes (see Definition 6.5).
Next, we replace the gluing morphism in the Kontsevich space with parallel connection
in Section 8. The formulas for
f
g
i
(recall that we can interpret these operations via
generalized matrix orbits) hold independent of characteristic. From this, we will see that
generalized matrix orbits behave well under ‹-product, and using the partial fraction decom-
position trick, we will compute rOM s for M corresponding to a configuration resembling n
points on a reducible curve with n´ 2 components with degrees 0 and 1 (these matrices are
called “series-parallel”, see Definition 8.2), and hence for all rOM s by the additivity relations.
The lifting map f ÞÑ f¯ generalizes to an operation rM s~ : A‚GLr`1pPrqbn Ñ QH‚GLr`1pPrq such
that rM s~ ‹ rN s~ “ rM ‘N s~ which captures the essential properties of the construction of
the n-ary ‹-product and specializes to it when M is an invertible nˆn matrix. Using rM s~ we
obtain expressions for the Poincare´ duals of rOM s for M an arbitrary matrix, generalizing the
coefficient extractions we saw above. In Section 11 we will further see that the equivariant
Chow class of the graph closure rΓM s of µM is essentially given by the Poincare´ dual of rM s~.
We refer the reader to the introduction for an account of the remaining results in this paper.
5. What is known non-equivariantly
In this section we recall from the literature the results on non-equivariant Chow classes
associated to generalized matrix orbit maps that we will be extending equivariantly.
Non-equivariantly, there is a good understanding of generalized matrix orbits and more. It
has been shown in [Li17] that we can express the non-equivariant Chow class of the image
of µ : PpW q 99K śPpWiq induced by linear maps φi : W Ñ Wi in terms of the data of
the polymatroid of the subspaces Ui “ φi˚ pW_i q Ď W_, i.e. the data of dimp
ř
iPA Uiq for all
subsets A Ď rns. To be more precise, consider a resolution of µ given by the diagram
B
PpW q śPpWiq.
pi
µ˜
µ
Then analogously to generalized matrix orbits, for a non-equivariant class rαs P A‚pPpW qq,
we define µ˚prαsq :“ rµ˚pi˚rαs, which is independent of B.
Theorem 5.1 ([Li17, Theorem 1.1]). Let φi : W Ñ Wi be nonzero linear maps, and let
Ui “ φ˚pW_i q Ď W_i . Consider the rational map
µ : PpW q 99K
ź
PpWiq.
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Then we have
µ˚pHjq “
ÿ nź
i“1
H
dimpWiq´1´ei
i
where the sum is over all tuples pe1, . . . , enq P Zn such thatÿ
iPA
ei ă dim
ÿ
iPA
Ui for all nonempty A Ď rns and
nÿ
i“1
ei “ dimpW q ´ 1´ j.
We recall the situation which we are considering in this paper. Given a dˆn matrix M with
no zero columns, the map µM : Ppr`1qˆd´1 99K pPrqn is induced by matrix multiplication
A ÞÑ AM of pr` 1q ˆ d matrices with M . Letting W “ Kd and V “ Kn, the columns of M
are elements of W , and hence induce evaluation functionals W_ Ñ K. By tensoring with
V , we get induced maps φi : V bW_ Ñ V . The generalized matrix orbit map µM is then
induced as above by the linear maps φi.
Remark 5.2. We note that we could do a similar tensoring trick for polymatroids, but this
situation is outside the scope of this paper.
The following theorems follow immediately from the general result on µ˚, and we will prove
equivariant generalizations of them in Sections 9 and 11.
Theorem 5.3. Let M be a dˆ n matrix. Then the non-equivariant class rOM s is given by
rOM s “
ÿ nź
i“1
Hr´eii
where the sum is over all tuples pe1, . . . , enq P Zn such thatÿ
iPA
ei ă pr ` 1qrkpAq for all nonempty A Ă rns and
nÿ
i“1
ei “ pr ` 1qd´ 1.
Equivalently, fix 0 ă 1, . . . , n with řni“1 i “ 1. Then the sum is over all pe1, . . . , enq P Zn
such that
pe1 ` 1, . . . , en ` nq P pr ` 1qPM .
Theorem 5.4. Let M be a dˆn matrix. Then the non-equivariant class of the graph closure
rΓM s P A‚pPpr`1qˆd´1 ˆ pPrqnq of µM is given by
rΓM s “
ÿ
H
ř
ei
nź
i“1
Hr´eii
where the sum is over all tuples pe1, . . . , enq P Zn such thatÿ
iPA
ei ă pr ` 1qrkpAq for all nonempty A Ă rns.
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Equivalently, fix 0 ă 1, . . . , n with řni“1 i ď 1. Then the sum is over all pe1, . . . , enq P Zn
such that
pe1 ` 1, . . . , en ` nq P pr ` 1qIM .
We note the following immediate corollary of Theorem 5.3.
Corollary 5.5. The non-equivariant class rOM s depends only on the matroid of M .
6. One-parameter degenerations of generalized matrix orbits
In this section, we develop a theory of degenerations for the cycles OM . As a consequence,
we obtain relations between the equivariant Chow classes rOM s which will be necessary for
their later computation.
Degenerations of toric varieties are governed by polytopal geometry, and in particular “regu-
lar subdivisions” of their moment polytopes [GKZ94, GS11]. In particular, Kapranov [Kap93]
studied the Chow quotient Grpr ` 1, nq{{pKˆqn and limits of torus orbits in the Grassman-
nian using polytope subdivisions via the Plu¨cker embedding. Using his isomorphism of Chow
quotients Grpr ` 1, nq{{pKˆqn – pPrqn{{GLr`1, general orbits under degeneration split up
into certain “sibling orbits” in the special fiber. Speyer investigated this combinatorially
[Spe05, Spe08], developing a notion of tropical linear space to study these degenerations.
We adopt the following conventions.
(1) Let D be a smooth, affine, finite-type K-scheme of dimension 1 (we will only use the
case that D Ă A1 is an open set).
(2) Let 0 P D be a closed point and let t be a uniformizing parameter around 0. By
replacing D with a suitable open subset, we may assume that t is regular and vanishes
only at 0.
(3) Let MD : D Ñ Adˆn be a morphism from D to the space of matrices that maps the
generic point to a rank d matrix with no identically zero column.
(4) Let P be the rank polytope corresponding to the image of the generic point of D
under MD. Equivalently, it is the rank polytope of MD evaluated at a general point.
The generalized matrix orbits OMDppq Ă pPrqn form a flat family over some open subset
U Ă Dzt0u. We are interested in extending this family to a flat family of subvarieties of
pPrqn over U Y t0u. In other words, we are interested in the flat limit of the generalized
matrix orbits OMDppq as pÑ 0.
We will show that the ppr`1qd´1q-dimensional components of this flat limit have multiplicity
1 and are of the form OM1 , . . . ,OMk for certain d ˆ n matrices M1, . . . ,Mk. We can take
M1 “ MDp0q if OMDp0q is nonzero. Theorem 6.2 below, which is the main result of this
section, describes the sibling orbits OM1 , . . . ,OMk . It states that the matrices Mi arise from
a particular “regular subdivision” of P , and they are all what we call “orb-limits” of MD.
Definition 6.1. Given a convex polytope P , a subdivision of P is a decomposition P “
P1 Y . . .Y Pk into convex polytopes of the same dimension where each pairwise intersection
PiXPj is either empty or a common proper face of Pi and Pj. The faces of the Pi are called
the faces of the subdivision, and the polytopes Pi are called the facets of the subdivision.
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Definition 6.2. Let P be a bounded convex polytope and let h : VertpP q Ñ R be a function.
Then denoting P h to be the lower convex hull of tpv, hpvqq | v P VertpP qu Ă P ˆ R, the
facets of P h each have dimension dimpP q, and the projections of these facets to P form a
subdivision of P , called the regular subdivision of P with lifting function h. We extend h to
a piecewise affine convex linear function on all of P by defining hppq P R as the unique value
such that pp, hppqq P P h.
For unbounded polytopes as we will be considering later, it is necessary to define regular
subdivision by taking h to be defined on all of P as a piecewise affine convex linear function,
as the values at the vertices will not determine the function.
Remark 6.1. Adding an affine function to h or multiplying it by a positive scalar yields
the same decomposition of P .
Definition 6.3. Define the height function hMD : VertpP q Ñ Z by
hMDpvq “ ordt detpM vDq
where for a matrix M and a subset of columns v, we define M v to be the restriction of M
to the v columns.
Definition 6.4. We say that MD simply orb-limits to a matrix M if there exist maps
γT : Dzt0u Ñ T and γGL : Dzt0u Ñ GLd such that M “ limpÑ0 γGLppqMDppqγT ppq. We
say that MD orb-limits to a matrix M if MD simply orb-limits to M after pulling back to a
smooth finite cover (possibly everywhere ramified) of an open neighborhood of 0 P D.
We note that if MD orb-limits or simply orb-limits to a matrix M , then it also does so after
pulling back to a smooth finite cover (possibly everywhere ramified) of an open neighborhood
of 0 P D.
Recall that OM was defined in such a way that it is either zero or of dimension pr` 1qd´ 1.
Theorem 6.2. Let D be a smooth affine 1-dimensional K-scheme of finite type, let 0 P D be
a closed point, and let t be a uniformizing parameter for D around 0. Let MD : D Ñ Adˆn
be a morphism that maps the generic point of D to a rank d matrix with no identically zero
column.
Consider the map ψ : Ppr`1qˆd´1 ˆ D 99K pPrqn ˆ D given by p rA, pq ÞÑ p ČAMDppq, pq. Let
U Ă Ppr`1qˆd´1ˆpDzt0uq be a dense open subset of the domain of definition of ψ, and let rO
be the family ψpUq Ă pPrqn ˆD. Then
(a) The family rO is locally flat over 0 P D.
(b) The fiber of rO over a general point p P D set-theoretically contains OMDppq, and it is
equal (as an algebraic cycle) to OMDppq if it is ppr ` 1qd´ 1q-dimensional.
(c) Suppose that MD orb-limits to matrices M1, . . . ,Mk whose rank polytopes are the facets
of the regular subdivision of P induced by the lifting function hMD . (The existence of the
Mi is guaranteed by Lemma 6.9.) Then the fiber of rO over 0 P D is equal to
kď
i“1
OMi
as an ppr ` 1qd´ 1q-dimensional algebraic cycle.
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Because the fibers of a flat family of cycles in pPrqn have the same equivariant Chow class,
Theorem 6.2 has the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 6.3. Suppose that MD orb-limits to matrices M1, . . . ,Mk whose rank polytopes
are the facets of the regular subdivision of P induced by the lifting function hMD . (The
existence of the Mi is guaranteed by Lemma 6.9.) Let p P D be a general point. Then we
have the equality of equivariant Chow classes
rOMDppqs “
kÿ
i“1
rOMis.
The remainder of this section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 6.2.
6.1. Non-equivariant additivity. We now prove that the non-equivariant class rOM s is
“additive”, which is needed in the proof of Theorem 6.2. (In the next section, we will use
Theorem 6.2 to show that the equivariant class rOM s is also additive.)
Definition 6.5. Let d, n ě 0 be integers. We define T pd, nq to be the abelian group generated
by the indicator functions 1PM of rank polytopes of dˆ n matrices, modulo functions whose
support has codimension at least 1 in ∆. For a d ˆ n matrix M , we define xMy to be the
class of 1PM in T pd, nq.
Let Z be an abelian group. We say that a map of sets φ : Kdˆn Ñ Z is additive if there is
an abelian group homomorphism φ˜ : T pd, nq Ñ Z such that φ˜pxMyq “ φpMq for all matrices
M P Kdˆn. Observe that if such a map exists, it is unique.
Remark 6.4. If φ is additive, then φpMq depends only on the matroid of M , and φpMq “ 0
if PM has positive codimension in ∆. This in particular occurs if rkpMq ă d.
Remark 6.5. If PM “ PM1 Y . . .Y PMk is a subdivision, then xMy “
řk
i“1xMiy.
Theorem 6.6. For each r, the association M ÞÑ rOM s of dˆn matrices to non-equivariant
Chow classes is additive.
Proof. Suppose M1, . . . ,Mk are d ˆ n matrices with řki“1 aixMiy “ 0. By Theorem 5.3, the
coefficient of
śn
i“1H
r´ei
i in
řk
i“1 airOMis is given by
kÿ
i“1
ai1pr`1qPMi pe1 ` 1, . . . , en ` nq
for any 0 ă 1, . . . , n with ř i “ 1. Since řki“1 aixMiy “ 0, the sum řki“1 ai1pr`1qPMi is
supported on a subset of pr ` 1q∆ with codimension at least 1 in pr ` 1q∆. Hence we can
find 1, . . . , n with
řk
i“1 ai1pr`1qPMi pe1 ` 1, . . . , en ` nq “ 0. Therefore
řk
i“1 airOMis “ 0 as
no monomial can appear in its expansion. 
Corollary 6.7. The equivariant Chow class rOM s is zero if PM has positive codimension in
∆. Also, if rOM s “ 0 then rOM 1s “ 0 for all M 1 with the same matroid as M .
Proof. For the first part, by Theorem 6.6 we have the non-equivariant class rOM s “ 0. Since
OM is effective, it follows that OM “ 0, so the equivariant class rOM s “ 0.
For the second part, if rOM s “ 0, then rOM 1s “ 0 non-equivariantly, so rOM 1s “ 0 equivari-
antly by the same argument. 
Remark 6.8. The matrix M is connected if and only if PM is full-dimensional in ∆.
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6.2. Regular subdivisions arising from degenerations. The following lemma connects
degenerations of generalized matrix orbits and regular subdivisions of rank polytopes.
Lemma 6.9. Let F be a nonempty face of the regular subdivision of P with lifting function
hMD . Then MD orb-limits to some matrix M with PM “ F .
Proof. As in the definition of a regular subdivision, extend hMD to a function on all of P ,
and let P h Ă P ˆ R be the lower convex hull of tpv, hMDpvqq | v P VertpP qu. Because F is
the projection of a face of P h, there exists an affine function Li,F : Rn Ñ R defined over Q
such that LF ppq ď hMDppq for all p P P and F “ tp P P | LF ppq “ hMDppqu. There exists a
positive integer N such that LF px1, . . . , xnq “ řni“1 ai,Fxi ` cF for constants cF , ai,F P 1NZ.
Let rD Ñ D be a smooth finite cover with a point r0 mapping to 0 such that the uniformizing
parameter s around r0 has ordsptq “ N . Then the height function of the composition M rD :
D˜ Ñ D Ñ Adˆn is NhMD . Therefore, by pulling back to this cover, we may assume
cF , ai,F P Z for all 1 ď i ď n.
Define γT : Dzt0u Ñ T – pKˆqn by pt´a1,F , . . . , t´an,F q. Let piGr : Adˆn 99K Grpd, nq
be the map sending a matrix M to the span of the rows of M . Consider the morphism
MDγT : Dzt0u Ñ Adˆn given by pointwise multiplication. The composite piGr ˝ pMDγT q :
D Ñ Grpd, nq extends uniquely to D because Grpd, nq is projective.
The map pi restricted to rank d matrices is a principal GLd-bundle with Zariski-local triv-
ialization. Hence there exists an open neighborhood U Ă Grpd, nq of ppiGr ˝ pMDγT qqp0q
such that there exists a trivialization pi´1Gr pUq – U ˆ GLd. Let piGL : pi´1Gr pUq Ñ GLd be the
coordinate projection of this trivialization, which is GLd-equivariant. We may assume that
the image of MDγT : Dzt0u Ñ Adˆn lies in pi´1Gr pUq by replacing D with a suitable open
subset. This yields a morphism
piGL ˝ pMDγT q : Dzt0u Ñ GLd.
Let γGL be the composition of piGL ˝ pMDγT q with the inverse map GLd Ñ GLd.
Let M 1D : Dzt0u Ñ Adˆn be the pointwise product γGLMDγT . Then the image of M 1D is
contained in pi´1Gr pUq. We will show that M 1D extends uniquely to a map D Ñ pi´1Gr pUq, which
we also call M 1D by abuse of notation.
Dzt0u
pi´1Gr pUq GLd
U
M 1D
piGL
piGr
To show this, it suffices to show that the compositions piGr ˝M 1D : Dzt0u Ñ U and piGL ˝M 1D :
Dzt0u Ñ GLd extend uniquely to D. Observe that piGr ˝M 1D “ piGr ˝pMDγT q, which we have
already extended uniquely to U . Also, the map piGL ˝M 1D : Dzt0u Ñ GLd is given by
piGL ˝ pγGLMDγT q “ γGLppiGL ˝ pMDγT qq “ ppiGL ˝ pMDγT qq´1ppiGL ˝ pMDγT qq “ I,
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the constant map sending each point of the curve Dzt0u to the identity. This manifestly
extends uniquely to D, so there is an extension M 1D : D Ñ pi´1Gr pUq.
Define
M “M 1Dp0q “ lim
pÑ0 γGLppqMDppqγT ppq,
which is an orb-limit of MD. Then M P pi´1Gr pUq, so it has full rank. For any vertex v of P
we have
detppM 1Dqvq “ det γGL ¨ detMD ¨ t´
řn
i“1 ai,F vi
so
ordt detppM 1Dqvq “ ordtpdet γGLq ` hMDpvq ´
nÿ
i“1
ai,Fvi.
Observe that since M 1Dp0q exists and has full rank, the minimum value of ordt detppM 1Dqvq
over all vertices v P VertpP q is 0. Hence ordtpdet γGLq “ ´cF . Now detpM vq ‰ 0 if and only
if ordt detppM 1Dqvq “ 0, and this happens exactly when hMDpvq “ LF pvq, i.e. v P F . Hence,
the rank polytope of M is F , as desired. 
Hence, we have some information about the special fibers of degenerations of generalized
matrix orbits. Now we want to understand the general fibers. The following technical
lemma is necessary to compare images of general fibers of a family with general fibers of the
image of a family.
Lemma 6.10. Let S be a Noetherian integral K-scheme. Suppose that X, Y are finite type
schemes over S such that X Ñ S has integral general fiber. Let φ : X Ñ Y be a morphism
of S-schemes that is generically finite onto its image. Then for s P S general, the scheme-
theoretic image of φ|s agrees with the fiber of the scheme-theoretic image of φ over s.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can restrict S so the fibers of X Ñ S are equidimen-
sional [Sta18, Tag 05F7]. The scheme-theoretic image of φ is φpXq with the induced reduced
subscheme structure [Sta18, Tag 056B]. It is clear that the scheme-theoretic image of φ|s is
contained in the fiber of φpXq over s. To show the other inclusion, we claim the geometric
generic fiber of φpXq over S is integral [DG67, IV 12.1.1 (x)].
Let SpecpLq Ñ S be the geometric generic point. Scheme-theoretic image of a quasicompact
morphism commutes with flat base change [Sta18, Tag 081I], so the scheme-theoretic image
of φ pulled back to Y ˆS SpecpLq agrees with the scheme-theoretic image of the induced map
X ˆS SpecpLq Ñ Y ˆS SpecpLq, which is integral.
Therefore, the general fiber of φpXq over S is integral [Sta18, Tag 0551]. Therefore, we can
restrict S so that every fiber of φpXq over S is integral. Then, by dimension reasons, this
shows that the scheme-theoretic image of φ|s is equal to the fiber of φpXq over s. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.2.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Part (a) follows directly from ψpUq Ă pPrqn ˆ pDzt0uq.
Next, we prove (b). Given a general rA P Ppr`1qˆd´1, we have p ČAMDppq, pq P rO. It follows
that the fiber of rO over p P D set-theoretically contains OMDppq. If the fiber of rO over p isppr`1qd´1q-dimensional, then the map ψ is generically finite onto its image. We claim that
ψ is generically injective. Indeed, assume that ψp rA, p1q “ ψp rB, p1q is a general element of
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impψq for pr ` 1q ˆ d matrices A,B and p1 P D. Then this is further equal to ψp ČA` λB, p1q
for general λ, contradicting generic finiteness if rA ‰ rB. Hence, by Lemma 6.10, the fiber ofrO over p is the closure of the image of ψ|pPpr`1qˆd´1ˆtpuqXU , which is OMDppq.
Finally, we prove (c). We claim that the fiber rO0 contains each OMi . By replacing D with
a suitable smooth finite cover and MD with an extension to D of γGLMDγT for suitable
γGL : Dzt0u Ñ GLr`1 and γT : Dzt0u Ñ T , we may assume that M “ MDp0q. Given a
general A˜ P Ppr`1qˆd´1, we have p ČAMDppq, pq P rO for general p P D. Taking the limit as
p Ñ 0 yields p ČAMDp0q, 0q P rO. Since A˜ is general, it follows that the fiber of rO over 0 P D
set-theoretically contains OMi as desired.
Now, we claim that the nonzero OMi are distinct. Assume to the contrary that OMi “ OMj ‰
0 for some 1 ď i ă j ď k. Then the non-equivariant classes satisfy rOMis “ rOMj s ‰ 0. By
Theorem 5.3, there exists pe1, . . . , enq P Zn such that for any 0 ă 1, . . . , n with řni“1 i “ 1
we have pe1 ` 1, . . . , en ` nq is contained in pr ` 1qpPMi X PMjq. But pr ` 1qpPMi X PMjq
has codimension at least 1 in the hyperplane třxi “ pr ` 1qdu, so we cannot have the
containment for all choices of i.
Since rO0 contains each OMi , the ppr ` 1qd´ 1q-dimensional algebraic cycle
Z “ rO0 ´ nď
i“1
OMi
is effective. The nonzero OMi are distinct and irreducible of dimension pr ` 1qd ´ 1 and rO
is locally flat at 0 P D, so we have the equality of non-equivariant Chow classes
rZs “ r rO0s ´ nÿ
i“1
rOMis “ r rOps ´ nÿ
i“1
rOMis “ rOMDppqs ´
nÿ
i“1
rOMis “ 0
for p general, where the third equality follows from (b) and the fourth equality follows from
Theorem 6.6. Hence Z “ 0, as desired. 
7. Additivity of rOM s
In this section, we prove that the association M ÞÑ rOM s is additive (see Definition 6.5) using
the algorithm implicit in [DF10, Appendix A] and results from Section 6 and Appendix A.
This will be used to reduce the computation of rOM s to simpler generalized matrix orbit
classes in later sections.
Theorem 7.1. For each r, the association M ÞÑ rOM s of d ˆ n matrices to equivariant
Chow classes is additive.
Additivity of equivariant Chow classes of torus orbits in the Grassmannian is known using
[KMS06, Proposition 1.9] to specialize the result in equivariant K-theory [FS12, Example
3.5] to equivariant Chow classes [BF17, Section 2.2]. However, this is insufficient for our
purposes.
Even the fact that rOM s depends only on the matroid of M is far from obvious. The
realization spaces of matroids should be expected to be poorly behaved in general by Mnev
universality [KM98, Theorem 1.3] [LV13], and there are explicit examples of disconnected
realization spaces of line arrangements [ACS`15, ATY13, GB16, NY12].
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7.1. Outline of the proof of Theorem 7.1. Let Spd, nq be the abelian group generated by
indicator functions of all (possibly unbounded) convex polytopal regions in třxi “ du mod-
ulo functions whose support has positive codimension. We will be working exclusively inside
Spd, nq from now on, treating in particular xMy P Spd, nq. For any (possibly unbounded)
convex polytopal region P , we will also write xP y for the class of 1P inside Spd, nq.
In [DF10, Appendix A], Derksen and Fink show using an explicit algorithm that if
řk
i“1 aixMiy “
0 then the expression
řk
i“1 aixPMiy can be reduced to 0 by using replacements xP 1y ÞÑ 0
when P 1 is of positive codimension inside třxi “ du, and replacements xP y ÞÑ xP `Rě0vy´ř`
i“1xPiy with v “ ei´ej with i ą j, where P `Rě0v “ P Y
Ť`
i“1 Pi are certain subdivisions
which we will call “shadow facet subdivisions” (see Lemma 7.4). We will show that each
polytope appearing in the algorithm is of the form PM ` C where pM,Cq is an “admissible
pair”, which we define below.
As in Appendix A, we define a matroidal cone to be a cone C generated by rays of the form
Rě0pei ´ ejq.
Definition 7.1. Let M be a d ˆ n matrix and let C be a matroidal cone. We define the
associated polytope of pM,Cq to be the polytope PM `C Ă třxi “ du. We say that pM,Cq
is an admissible pair if PM ` C is full-dimensional in třxi “ du and pPM ` Cq X∆ “ PM .
The criterion for pM,Cq to be admissible implies that if ei ´ ej P C, then the ith column of
M is morally speaking more general than the jth column of M .
We will augment Derksen and Fink’s algorithm, replacing each polytope P with an admissible
pair pM,Cq with associated polytope P . This replacement will be done in such a way
that if P ` Rě0v “ P Y Ť`i“1 Pi is a subdivision used in the algorithm, then rOM 1s “
rOM s`ř`i“1rOMis, where pM 1, C 1q is the admissible pair associated to P `Rě0v and pMi, Ciq
is the admissible pair associated to Pi. We will accomplish this using explicit degenerations
over A1t (see Theorem 6.2) which are linear in t and add t times general multiples of certain
columns of M to other columns.
As it turns out, applying the rewriting procedure of Derksen and Fink without combining or
cancelling any codimension zero terms allows us to rewrite any xMy as a linear combinationř
ixPiy, where each Pi is a “strictly positive matroidal cone” with apex in ∆ and i “ ˘1.
Definition 7.2. We define a positive matroidal cone C to be a matroidal cone C whose
generating vectors ei´ ej have i ą j. We define a strictly positive matroidal cone C to be an
pn´ 1q-dimensional positive matroidal cone generated by n´ 1 vectors ej ´ eαj with αj ă j
and j P t2, . . . , nu.
The key fact about translates of strictly positive matroidal cones is that there are no relations
between them in Spd, nq, so if we rewrite the expression ř aixMiy as ř ixPiy where each
Pi is a strictly positive matroidal cone with apex in ∆, then the sum of the coefficients in
front of a given xP y is zero. We then deduce the theorem from the fact for any matroidal
cone P with apex in ∆, the space of all matrices M such that PM “ P X∆ is connected, so
rOM s “ rOM 1s whenever PM “ PM 1 “ P X∆.
7.2. Invariance of rOM s when PM “ pv ` Cq X ∆. In this subsection, we prove that if
v P Vertp∆q and C is a matroidal cone, then all matrices M with PM “ pv ` Cq X∆ have
the same rOM s. We also prove Proposition 7.3, which serves as one of the key combinatorial
interpretations of all future degenerations.
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Definition 7.3. We define a polytope P Ă ∆ to be a cone-like matroid polytope if there is
a matroidal cone C and vertex v P ∆ for which P “ pv ` Cq X∆.
Lemma 7.2. Let M,M 1 be d ˆ n matrices. Assume OM ‰ 0. Suppose that PM “ PM 1 “
pv ` Cq X∆ is a cone-like matroid polytope. Then
(a) There exists an open subset U Ă A1t containing 0 and 1, a path MU : U Ñ Adˆn
satisfying MUp0q “M and MUp1q “M 1, and a flat degeneration rO Ă pPd´1qn ˆ U such
that rOp “ OMDppq as ppr ` 1qd´ 1q-dimensional cycles for all p P U .
(b) rOM s “ rOM 1s.
In order to prove Lemma 7.2, we will need to understand the structure of cone-like matroid
polytopes. We will do this in a much greater generality than will be needed at this moment.
Proposition 7.3. Let M be a d ˆ n rank d matrix and let C be a matroidal cone. Define
the nˆ n matrix B by
Bi,k “
#
λi,k if ek ´ ei P C and k ‰ i
0 otherwise
where the λi,k are general elements of K. Let N “Mp1` tBq.
(a) For any z P Vertp∆q, the order ordt detpN zq is the minimum value of |zzw| over all pairs
pw, φq such that w P VertpPMq and φ : zzw Ñ wzz is a bijection with ek ´ eφpkq P C for
all k P zzw. In particular, it is 8 if and only if no such pair exists.
(b) For general t, the rank polytope of N is pPA ` Cq X∆.
Proof. We first prove (a). For any w, z P Vertp∆q, let p1 ` tBqzw denote the submatrix
of 1 ` tB formed by the columns in z and the rows in w. By the Cauchy-Binet formula,
detpN zq “ detpMp1` tBqzq is given byÿ
wPVertp∆q
detpMwq detpp1` tBqzwq “
ÿ
wPVertpPAq
detpMwq
ÿ
φ:zÑw
bijection
˘
ź
kPz
p1` tBqφpkq,k
“
ÿ
wPVertpPM q
φ:zÑw
bijection
˘ detpMwq
ź
kPz
φpkq‰k
ptBφpkq,kq.
Because each λi,k is general, all nonzero terms of this sum are linearly independent. Hence
ordt detpN zq is the minimum value of |tk P z | φpkq ‰ ku| over all pairs pw, φq, where
w P VertpPAq and φ : z Ñ w is a bijection such that ek´eφpkq P C for all k P z. In particular,
it is 8 if and only if no such pair exists.
If ordt detpN zq “ 8, then (a) clearly holds. Otherwise, we claim that there exists a pair
pw, φq attaining the minimum value of |tk P z | φpkq ‰ ku| such that φ fixes z X w. Indeed,
suppose pw, φ1q minimizes |tk P z | φpkq ‰ ku|. Define φ by
φpiq “
#
i if i P z X w, and
pφ1qkipiq otherwise
where ki is the smallest number such that pφ1qkipiq P wzz. It is clear that φ is a bijection
fixing z Xw, and ei ´ eφpiq P C as C is closed under addition. This shows part (a), and part
(b) now follows from Lemma A.3. 
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Proof of Lemma 7.2. As OM ‰ 0, by Corollary 6.7, all generalized matrix orbits with ma-
troid pv ` Cq X∆ are nonzero.
First, we prove (a). Let C 1 be the nonnegative span of tej ´ ei P C | j R v, i P vu. By
Lemma A.3, we have pv ` Cq X∆ “ pv ` C 1q X∆. Hence, by replacing C with C 1, we may
assume that if ej ´ ei P C for i ‰ j, then j R v and i P v. We can multiply M and M 1
on the left by elements of GLd and assume that M
v “ pM 1qv “ I. We can also assume
v “ e1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ed.
Now, we consider the locus ZM Ă Adˆn of d ˆ n matrices whose underlying matroid has
polytope PM and whose restriction to the leftmost dˆ d submatrix is the identity. We claim
that, for all N P ZM , if ej ´ ei R C then Nij “ 0. Indeed, if Nij ‰ 0, then as M v “ I,
replacing i in the set t1, . . . , du with j preserves linear independence, so
v ` pej ´ eiq “ pe1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` edq ` pej ´ eiq P PM Ă v ` C,
and hence ej ´ ei P C. Therefore, the affine subspace LM Ă Adˆn consisting of matrices N
where Nii “ 1 and Nij “ 0 if ej ´ ei R C contains ZM .
We have that ZM is a locally closed set in LM because it can be defined by the vanishing and
non-vanishing of minors. The inclusion ZM Ă LM is dense by Proposition 7.3(b) applied to
the dˆ n matrix A with Aii “ 1 and Aij “ 0 if i ‰ j, so ZM is open.
In Theorem 6.2, choose D “ A1t and MDptq “ tM`p1´ tqM 1. By choosing U Ă Ppr`1qˆd´1ˆ
pM´1D pZMqzt0, 1uq, we obtain a family rO that is flat over both 0 P D and 1 P D. Part (a) of
the lemma follows, and part (b) follows immediately from part (a). 
7.3. Regular subdivisions arising from unbounded polytope decompositions. In
this subsection, we will describe particular regular subdivisions P “ Ťki“1 Pi of possibly
unbounded polytopes. Each such regular subdivision yields a decomposition P X ∆ “Ťk
i“1pPi X ∆q of bounded polytopes, which becomes a regular subdivision after removing
lower-dimensional terms from the right-hand side. We will then use these regular sub-
divisions to construct the remaining degenerations MD that will be used in the proof of
Theorem 7.1.
Lemma 7.4. Given a convex (possibly unbounded) full-dimensional polytope P in Rn and
a nonzero vector v, we have a regular subdivision of P ` Rě0v induced by the piecewise
affine function h : z ÞÑ infλtλ|z ´ λv P P u. The subdivision consists of P and all polytopes
F ` Rě0v, where F ranges over facets of P such that pF ` Rě0vq X P “ F .
Definition 7.4. We call the facets of P appearing in Lemma 7.4 shadow facets as in [DF10,
Appendix A]. They are the upper facets with respect to the v-direction. We further call the
subdivision the shadow facet subdivision.
Proof of Lemma 7.4. Define the linear map φ : Rn ˆ R Ñ Rn ˆ R by φpx, λq “ px ` λv, λq
and define Q “ φpP ˆRě0q. Note that py, λq P Q if and only if λ ě 0 and y´λv P P . Then,
for any x P P ` Rě0v, the minimum of tλ | px, λq P Qu is exactly hpxq. Hence, the lower
convex hull of Q is P h, so the facets of the regular subdivision of P `Rě0v induced by h are
the projections of the lower facets of Q to P ` Rě0v.
Because φ is a linear embedding, the facets of Q are φpP ˆ t0uq and φpF ˆ Rě0q for the
facets F of P . The facet φpP ˆ t0uq is a lower facet and φpF ˆ Rě0q is a lower facet if and
only if F is a shadow facet. Projecting these facets to P ` Rě0v yields the shadow facet
subdivision. 
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We will now use Proposition 7.3 to construct the remaining degenerations needed in the
proof of Theorem 7.1.
Theorem 7.5. Let pM,Cq be an admissible pair and let v “ ei ´ ej with i ‰ j. Then there
exists a regular map MD : A1t Ñ Adˆn with MDp0q “ M such that for general s P A1t , there
exist admissible pairs pM1, C1q, . . . , pMk, Ckq, where each Mi is an orb-limit of MD and
(a) The pair pMDpsq, C `Rě0vq is admissible and PMDpsq`pC `Rě0vq “ pPM `Cq`Rě0v.
(b) We have a decomposition
PMDpsq ` pC ` Rě0vq “ pPM ` Cq Y
kď
i“1
pPMi ` Ciq
which is the shadow facet subdivision of pPM ` Cq ` Rě0v.
(c) We have a decomposition
PMDpsq “ PM Y
kď
i“1
PMi
which becomes the regular subdivision of PMDpsq with lifting function hMD associated to
the degeneration MD after removing all terms of positive codimension in PMDpsq.
(d) We have
rOMDpsqs “ rOM s `
kÿ
i“1
rOMis.
Proof. Define the nˆ n matrix B by
Bi,k “
#
λi,k if ek ´ ei P C ` Rě0v and k ‰ i
0 otherwise
where the λi,k are general elements of K. Define MD by MDptq “Mp1` tBq.
By Proposition 7.3, we have PMDpsq “ pPM `pC `Rě0vqqX∆. Thus PMDpsq`pC `Rě0vq “pPM ` Cq ` Rě0v, which proves (a).
Furthermore by Proposition 7.3 and Lemma A.4 we have that hMD , when restricted to ∆,
coincides with the height function of the shadow facet subdivision of pPM ` Cq ` Rě0v as
given in Lemma 7.4. Hence, letting F1, . . . , Fk be the shadow facets of PM `C, we have that
pFi`Rě0vqX∆ are faces of the regular subdivision of PMDptq with lifting function hMD , and
all facets of the regular subdivision apart from PM arise in this way. Each shadow facet Fi
is the Minkowski sum of a face of PM with a face of C, so Fi X∆ ‰ H. Therefore the faces
pFi ` Rě0vq X∆ are nonempty. By Lemma 6.9, for each i, the degeneration MD orb-limits
to a matrix Mi such that PMi “ pFi ` Rě0vq X∆. By definition of the Mi, part (c) follows.
Define Ci “ CFi ` Rě0v, where CFi is the cone generated by the unbounded edges of Fi.
We will now show that PMi`Ci “ Fi`Rě0v, which by definition of Mi implies that pMi, Ciq
is admissible. Clearly PMi`Ci Ă Fi`Rě0v, so it remains to show that Fi`Rě0v Ă PMi`Ci.
As Fi is the Minkowski sum of a face of PM with a face of C, we have Fi “ pFiXPMq`CFi Ă
PMi `CFi from which we conclude Fi `Rě0v Ă PMi `Ci. Along with (a), this in particular
implies (b).
Finally, (d) follows from (c) and Corollary 6.3.

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7.4. The proof of Theorem 7.1. In this subsection, we prove Theorem 7.1. The final
piece of data we need is the algorithm implicit in [DF10, Appendix A], which will be woven
into the fabric of the proof.
Proof. We proceed exactly as in Section 7.1. Corollary 6.7 allows us to safely discard any re-
gion of positive codimension in třxi “ du, and starting with replacing PM with pM, 0q, The-
orem 7.5 allows us to augment each step of the algorithm as described. Finally, Lemma 7.2
allows us to combine terms at the end when we reduce to strictly positive matroidal cones.
For the interested reader, we supply a sketch of the algorithm to reduce to translates of
strictly positive matroidal cones and a proof that there are no relations in Spd, nq between
translates of strictly positive matroidal cones.
Define a positive matroidal polytope to be a polytope all of whose edges are in directions
ei ´ ej and all of whose unbounded edges are in directions ei ´ ej with i ą j. For example,
any rank polytope is a positive matroidal polytope. The algorithm proceeds in such a
way that all polytopes described below are positive matroidal polytopes. Take constants
1 ! λn ! λn´1 ! ¨ ¨ ¨ ! λ1. Given a polytope P which appears in the algorithm, take
k ě ´1 minimal such that P k “ P X Şni“n´ktxi “ λiu is not a positive matroidal cone.
If no such k exists, then the direction vectors connecting the apexes of the cones P ` for
` “ ´1, 0, 1, . . . , n ´ 1 realize P as a strictly positive matroidal cone. Otherwise, we claim
that P k is a positive matroidal polytope. Indeed let A be the set of indices i for which
en´k´ei is a direction vector contained inside the positive matroidal cone P k´1 and let C be
the positive matroidal subcone of P k´1 generated by those ei ´ ej P P k´1 with i, j ă n´ k.
Then for v the apex of P k´1, we have P k “ v ` pλn´k ´ vn´kqconviPApen´k ´ eiq `C. Hence
since the edge directions of a Minkowski sum of polytopes are a subset of the edge directions
of those polytopes (see Appendix A), the claim follows.
Since P k is a positive matroidal polytope that is not a positive matroidal cone, it is not a
cone. Choose a bounded edge of P k, which by the above discussion is parallel to ei ´ ej
for some i ą j. In the shadow facet subdivision of P k ` Rě0v with v “ ei ´ ej, both the
polytope P k`Rě0v and the P ki `Rě0v for shadow facets P ki have strictly fewer vertices than
P k, as their vertices are all subsets of VertpP q containing at most one of the two vertices of
the chosen edge. Furthermore, this shadow facet decomposition is induced by the shadow
facet decomposition of P `Rě0v after intersecting with Şni“n´ktxi “ λiu, and the polytopes
P `Rě0v and the Pi remain cones up until this intersection. Hence as the number of vertices
of the polytopes intersected with
Şn
i“n´ktxi “ λiu strictly decreases in each application,
we will eventually reduce down to polytopes whose intersections with
Şn
i“n´ktxi “ λiu are
positive matroidal cones. Since we can now decrement k, we eventually reduce all polytopes
to strictly positive matroidal cones.
Now, we argue why there are no relations between translates of strictly positive matroidal
cones. Indeed, suppose we have a combination
ř
aixPiy “ 0. Then as the cones are positive
matroidal, if one of these cones intersects a sufficiently small neighborhood of the lexico-
graphically first vertex v, then it has this vertex as an apex. By considering this small
neighborhood of v, we deduce that if we rectrict our sum to just those cones with apex v
we still get zero. By induction on the number of cones, we may assume that all cones have
apex v. Take λ " 0, and consider the intersections with xn “ λ. These intersections remain
strictly positive matroidal cones, and
ř
aixPi X txn “ λuy “ 0 in Spd ´ λ, n ´ 1q ˆ tλu.
Hence, we are done by induction on dimension. 
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8. Parallel and Series Connection, Existence of Rational Functions
In this section, we show that the generalized matrix orbit classes of the series and parallel
connection of two matrices can be computed from the generalized matrix orbit classes of
the matrices themselves (Theorem 8.2). Combining this with the additivity result of the
previous section, we will prove that the generalized matrix orbit class of a matrix takes a
very particular form (Theorem 8.3). In Section 9, we will combine Theorem 8.3 with the
non-equivariant results of Section 5 to compute rOM s for any matrix M .
Let M1 P Kd1ˆn1 and M2 P Kd2ˆn2 . We now define the “parallel connection matrix”
P pM1,M2q and “series connection matrix” SpM1,M2q (along the last column of M1 and the
first column of M2). The matroids of P pM1,M2q and SpM1,M2q are respectively the series
and parallel connections of the matroids of M1 and M2 (see [Oxl11, p.249]). The following
definitions depend on certain non-canonical isomorphisms, so they only define P pM1,M2q
and SpM1,M2q up to left GL-action.
Definition 8.1. Let W1 “ Kn1 and W2 “ Kn2 . Let x1,1, . . . , x1,n1 P W1 be the columns
of M1 and let x2,1, . . . , x2,n2 P W2 be the columns of M2. The parallel connection matrix
P pM1,M2q P Kpd1`d2´1qˆpn1`n2´1q is the matrix with columns x1,1, . . . , x1,n1 “ x2,1, . . . , x2,n2 ,
considered as elements of pW1 ‘ W2q{xx1,n1 ´ x2,1y – Kn1`n2´1. The series connection
matrix SpM1,M2q P Kpd1`d2qˆpn1`n2´1q is the matrix with columns x1,1, . . . , x1,n1´1, x1,n1 `
x2,1, x2,2, . . . , x2,n2 , considered as elements of W1 ‘W2 – Kn1`n2 .
Considering matrices as projective vector configurations, we may think of parallel connection
as “gluing” two configurations together.
Remark 8.1. Up to left GL-action, the series connection SpM1,M2q is the parallel connec-
tion P pP pM1, Lq,M2q with the n1th and pn1 ` 2qnd columns removed, where L is a general
2ˆ 3 matrix (representing 3 points on a line in P1 when we consider matrices as projective
vector configurations).
The next theorem relates the classes
rOM1s P A‚GLr`1ppPrqn1q “ A‚GLr`1ppPrqn1´1q b A‚GLr`1pPrq
rOM2s P A‚GLr`1ppPrqn2q “ A‚GLr`1pPrq b A‚GLr`1ppPrqn2´1q
rOP pM1,M2qs P A‚GLr`1ppPrqn1`n2´1q “ A‚GLr`1ppPrqn1´1q b A‚GLr`1pPrq b A‚GLr`1ppPrqn2´1q
rOSpM1,M2qs P A‚GLr`1ppPrqn1`n2´1q “ A‚GLr`1ppPrqn1´1q b A‚GLr`1pPrq b A‚GLr`1ppPrqn2´1q
using the quantum product ‹ from Section 2.
Theorem 8.2. For i P t1, 2u let Mi be a diˆni matrix. We have the equality of equivariant
Chow classes
rOM1s ‹ rOM2s “ rOP pM1,M2qs ` ~rOSpM1,M2qs
where the quantum product ‹ is taken along the last factor of A‚GLr`1ppPrqn1q “ A‚GLr`1ppPrqn1´1qb
A‚GLr`1pPrq and the first factor of A‚GLr`1ppPrqn2q “ A‚GLr`1pPrq b A‚GLr`1ppPrqn2´1q.
Theorem 8.3. For every matrix M , there is a rational function QPM px1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ynq
independent of r such that QPM pz1, . . . , zn, F pz1q, . . . , F pznqq is a polynomial of degree at
most r in the indeterminates zi that yields rOM s after substituting zi “ Hi.
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8.1. Parallel Connection and Series Connection. The goal of this subsection is to prove
Theorem 8.2. We start by proving the parallel connection formula.
Lemma 8.4. Let p1 : pPrqn1`n2´1 Ñ pPrqn1 be the projection to the first n1 factors and let
p2 : pPrqn1`n2´1 Ñ pPrqn2 be the projection to the last n2 factors. Then we have
p˚1rOM1s X p˚2rOM2s “ rOP pM1,M2qs.
(Here we write the intersection product as X to distinguish it from the quantum product ‹.)
Proof. Let W1 “ Kn1 and W2 “ Kn2 . Let x1,1, . . . , x1,n1 P W1 be the columns of M1 and let
x2,1, . . . , x2,n2 P W2 be the columns of M2. Define W “ pW1‘W2q{xx1,n1´x2,1y “ Kn1`n2´1.
The columns of P pM1,M2q are the vectors x1,1, . . . , x1,n1 “ x2,1, . . . , x2,n2 considered as
elements of W .
Let V “ Kr`1. For i P t1, 2u, we can think of the orbit map of Mi as the map µMi :
PpV bW_i q 99K PpV qn defined by the formula µMip rAq “ pĆAxi,1, . . . ,ČAxi,niq whenever A P
HompW,V q “ V bW_i is a matrix such that Axi,j ‰ 0 for 1 ď j ď ni.
For i P t1, 2u, let rµMi : Bi Ñ PpV qni be a regular map resolving the orbit map µMi .
B1 B2
PpV bW_1 q PpV qn1 PpV bW_2 q PpV qn2
piM1
rµM1
piM2
rµM2
µM1 µM2
Let pi1 : PpV qn1 Ñ PpV q be the projection to the last factor and let pi2 : PpV qn2 Ñ PpV q be
the projection to the first factor. Define B “ B1 ˆPpV q B2, where the fiber product is taken
over the maps φi : pii ˝ rµMi : Bi Ñ PpV q. Then the fiber product of the morphisms rµM1 andrµM2 is a morphism rµ : B Ñ PpV qn1 ˆPpV q PpV qn2 “ PpV qn1`n2´1. We claim that rµ resolves
the orbit map µP pM1,M2q up to birationality on the domain; that is, there exists a birational
map ψ that makes the below diagram commute.
(2)
B
PpV bW_q PpV qn1`n2´1
ψ
rµ
µP pM1,M2q
For i P t1, 2u, let
Ui “ t rA | A P V bW_i , Axi,j ‰ 0 for 1 ď j ď niu Ă PpV bW_i q
be the locus of definition of µMi and let
U “ t rA | A P V bW_, Axi,j ‰ 0 for i P t1, 2u and 1 ď j ď niu Ă PpV bW_q
be the locus of definition of µP pM1,M2q. To prove the existence of ψ, we will define ψ´1 on U
and show that it maps U birationally to B.
Observe that the inclusion Wi Ñ W induces a projection PpV bW_q 99K PpV bW_i q that
restricts to a regular map qi : U Ñ Ui. These fit into a fiber diagram
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U U1
U2 PpV q
q2
q1
pi1˝µM1
pi2˝µM2
where the maps pii ˝ µMi : Ui Ñ PpV q are given by ppii ˝ µMiqp rAq “ ČAx1,n1 “ ĆAx2,1 for
A P V bW_i . (Here we consider x1,n1 “ x2,1 as an element of the intersection W1XW2 Ă W .)
Hence we can define ψ´1 : U Ñ B as the fiber product of the maps pi´1Mi |Ui : Ui Ñ Bi. This
maps U birationally to B because each pi´1Mi |Ui maps Ui birationally to Bi. The fact that the
birational inverse ψ of ψ´1 makes the diagram (2) commute follows from the definitions.
By further resolving ψ, we immediately see that rµ˚rBs “ rOP pM1,M2qs.
To finish, consider the diagram below where each square is a fiber diagram. By Corollary B.4,
we may assume that B1 and B2 are smooth and carry actions of GLpV q.
B B1 ˆB2
PpV qn1`n2´1 PpV qn1`n2
PpV q PpV q2
r∆
rµ
φ
rµM1ˆrµM2
φ1ˆφ2
∆
The map φ1 ˆ φ2 is flat because its fibers are isomorphic, so in particular equidimensional,
and the source and target are smooth [Sta18, Tag 00R4]. The map r∆ is the pullback of
the regular embedding ∆ along φ1 ˆ φ2, so it is also a regular embedding. By [Ful98,
Theorem 6.2], the pushforward of the fundamental class of B along rµ, i.e. rOP pM1,M2qs, is
equal to the pullback along ∆ of the pushforward of the fundamental class of B1 ˆ B2 to
PpV qn1`n2 , which is the exterior product rOM1s ˆ rOM2s restricted to PpV qn1`n2´1 and is
equal to p1˚rOM1s X p2˚rOM2s. 
We need two lemmas to prove the series connection formula.
Lemma 8.5. Given a dˆ n matrix M , if M 1 is formed from M by deleting the ith column,
then ż
pPrqn piÝÑpPrqn´1rOM s “ rOM
1s,
where pi : pPrqn Ñ pPrqn´1 is the projection away from the ith factor.
Proof. Given a resolution of the indeterminacy locus B for µM , the composition B Ñ
PpV qn Ñ PpV qn´1 resolves the indeterminacy locus for µM 1 . The result follows. 
Lemma 8.6. Let L be a general 2 ˆ 3 matrix (corresponding to 3 points on a line in P1).
Let pi1, pi2, pi3 : pPrq3 Ñ Pr be the three projections. Then, for any f, g P A‚GLr`1pPrq, we haveż
pPrq3 pi3ÝÑPr ppi
˚
1fq X ppi˚2gq X rOLs “ r~spf ‹ gq,
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Proof. We work with T -equivariant cohomology, where T “ pKˆqr`1 is the standard torus
(see Section 2). First, we note that both sides of the stated equation are A‚T pptq-linear with
respect to both f and g. Therefore, it suffices to prove the theorem for f “ śiPIpH ` tiq
and g “śjPJpH ` tjq where I, J Ĺ t0, . . . , ru and either |I| ` |J | ď r or I Y J “ t0, . . . , ru.
If |I| ` |J | ď r, then both sides of the equation are zero, the left for dimension reasons, and
the right because fpzqgpzq has degree at most r.
Suppose now that IYJ “ t0, . . . , ru. Observe that f and g are the classes of the T -invariant
linear subspaces ΛI “ txi “ 0 | i P Iu and ΛJ “ txj “ 0 | j P Ju respectively. Because pi3 is
proper, the integral ż
pPrq3 pi3ÝÑPr ppi
˚
1fq X ppi˚2gq X rOLs
is the class of the subvariety of Pr swept out by all lines connecting a point in ΛI to a
point in ΛJ , which is precisely ΛIXJ . The class of ΛIXJ is
ś
kPIXJpH ` tkq. We also have
fpzqgpzq “ F pzqśkPIXJpz ` tkq, so r~spf ‹ gq “śkPIXJpH ` tkq as desired. 
Proof of Theorem 8.2. By Lemma 8.4, it suffices to show r~1srOM1s ‹ rOM2s “ rOSpM1,M2qs.
Let L be a general 2ˆ 3 matrix. By Remark 8.1 and Lemma 8.5, we have
rOSpM1,M2qs “
ż
pPrqn1`n2`1 piÝÑpPrqn1`n2´1rOP pP pM1,Lq,M2qs,
where pi is the projection away from the n1st and pn1 ` 2qnd factors. If αi are classes pulled
back from pPrqni´1, thenż
pPrqn1`n2´1ÑPr
α1 X α2 X
ż
pPrqn1`n2`1 piÝÑpPrqn1`n2´1rOP pP pM1,Lq,M2qs
“
ż
pPrq3ÑPr
ˆż
pPrqn1ÑPr
α1 X rOM1s
˙
X
ˆż
pPrqn2ÑPr
α2 X rOM2s
˙
X rOLs
“r~s
ˆż
pPrqn1ÑPr
α1 X rOM1s
˙
‹
ˆż
pPrqn2ÑPr
α2 X rOM2s
˙
“r~s
ż
pPrqn1`n2´1ÑPr
pα1 X rOM1sq ‹ pα2 X rOM2sq
“
ż
pPrqn1`n2´1ÑPr
α1 X α2 X r~sprOM1s ‹ rOM2sq
which shows that r~sprOM1s ‹ rOM2sq “ rOSpM,Nqs as desired. 
8.2. Proof of Theorem 8.3.
Definition 8.2. A series-parallel matrix is a matrix obtained from a general 1 ˆ 1 matrix
by permutation of columns and series and parallel connection with general 1ˆ 2 matrices.
Considering matrices as projective vector configurations, parallel connection with a general
1ˆ 2 matrix corresponds to duplicating a vector, and series connection with a general 1ˆ 2
matrix corresponds to removing a vector and sprouting off a P1 with two general points.
Lemma 8.7. Let M be a general 1ˆ 2 matrix, corresponding to two identical points in P0.
Then OM is the diagonal cycle in Pr ˆ Pr, and its class is given by F pH1q´F pH2qH1´H2 .
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Proof. Clearly OM is the image of the diagonal map Pr Ñ Pr ˆ Pr. The equivariant class of
the diagonal is the unique class which satisfiesż
PrˆPr
fpH1qgpH2qrOM s “
ż
Pr
fpHqgpHq.
This is indeed satisfied by F pH1q´F pH2q
H1´H2 sinceż
PrˆPr
fpH1qgpH2qF pH1q ´ F pH2q
H1 ´H2 “
ż
PrˆPr
fpH1qgpH1qF pH1q ´ F pH2q
H1 ´H2 “
ż
Pr
fpH1qgpH1q,
where the first equality came from the fact that the difference of the two expressions is
fpH1qgpH1q´gpH2qH1´H2 pF pH1q´F pH2qq, and the second from the fact that F pH1q´F pH2qH1´H2 is of degree
r in H2 with leading coefficient 1. 
Lemma 8.8. If M P Kdˆpn`1q is a series-parallel matrix with distinguished column ˚M ,
then letting z denote the hyperplane variable associated to ˚M and H1, . . . , Hn the remaining
hyperplane variables, there are rational functions QM,ipx1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ynq not depending
on r or F such that the polynomial expression for rOM s of degree at most r in each Hi and
z can be written as (formally simplifying to a polynomial before evaluating at Hi and z)ÿ
QM,ipH1, . . . , Hn, F pH1q, . . . , F pHnqqF pzq ´ F pHiq
z ´Hi .
Proof. By Lemma 8.7, the result is true for M a general 1 ˆ 2 matrix. Suppose now M is
an arbitrary series-parallel matrix.
There exist series-parallel matrices M1 and M2 such that (after permutation and scaling of
the columns) eitherM “ P pM1,M2q orM “ SpM1,M2q with ˚M corresponding to the special
column for the parallel or series connection. Indeed, parallel connection handles the case
that the special point is repeated or is on the intersection of two curves, and series connection
handles the remaining case. Hence, we suppose by induction that we know the result for M1
and M2. Let H1,1, . . . , H1,n1 , z1 and z2, H2,1, . . . , H2,n1 be the hyperplane variables associated
to the columns of M1 and M2 respectively. For succinctness, we will suppress the inputs of
Q in what follows. We have
rOM1s ‹ rOM2s “
ÿÿ
QM1,iQM2,j
F pzq ´ F pH1,iq
z ´H1,i
F pzq ´ F pH2,jq
z ´H2,j ,
and the right hand side is of degree at most r in each of the H variables. Using partial
fraction descomposition, replace each
F pzq ´ F pH1,iq
z ´H1,i
F pzq ´ F pH2,jq
z ´H2,j
with
F pzq ´ F pH1,iq
z ´H1,i
1
H1,i ´H2,j pF pzq ´ F pH2,jqq `
F pzq ´ F pH2,jq
z ´H2,j
1
H2,j ´H1,i pF pzq ´ F pH1,iqq
“
ˆ ´F pH2,jq
H1,i ´H2,j
F pzq ´ F pH1,iq
z ´H1,i `
´F pH1,iq
H2,j ´H1,i
F pzq ´ F pH2,jq
z ´H2,j
˙
` F pzq
ˆ
1
H1,i ´H2,j
F pzq ´ F pH1,iq
z ´H1,i `
1
H2,j ´H1,i
F pzq ´ F pH2,jq
z ´H2,j
˙
.
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By Theorem 8.2, the sum of the terms with F pzq in front will be the class of the series
connection and has the right form, and the sum of the remaining terms will be the class of
the parallel connection, and also has the right form. Furthermore, the expression is reduced
(i.e. of degree at most r) in the z-variable, and as the H variables are disjoint between M1
and M2, their reducedness is not affected by the above computation, so the expression is still
reduced in these variables. 
Before we prove Theorem 8.3, we will need to appeal to a result of [DF10] on Schubert
matroids, so we recall the definition.
Definition 8.3. Denote by ˚ a general 1ˆ 1 matrix (a different one every time it appears in
an expression), and denote τďk to be a general matrix with k columns (where the number
of rows is determined by context, and is different every time it appears in an expression).
A Schubert matroid Schpr1, . . . , r`, X1, . . . , X`q with H Ď X1 Ď . . . Ď X` “ t1, . . . , nu and
0 ď r1 ď . . . ď r` “ d is the matroid associated to a dˆ n matrix M with the property that
the first ri entries of every column in XizXi´1 are general and the remaining entries are zero.
Up to the left GL-action, such a matrix can be written as
τďr`pτďr`´1p. . . τďr2pτďr1p˚ ‘ . . .‘ ˚q ‘ ˚ ‘ . . .‘ ˚q . . .q ‘ ˚ ‘ . . .‘ ˚q,
where the ˚’s in the i’th block from the left are associated to the indices in XizXi´1.
Theorem 8.9 ([DF10]). For a matroid M, we have the following expression for 1PM as a
combination of indicator functions of Schubert matroid rank polytopes.
nÿ
`“1
ÿ
HĹX1Ĺ...ĹX`“t1,...,nu
p´1qn´`1SchprkMpX1q,...,rkMpX`q,X1,...,X`q.
Proof of Theorem 8.3. By Lemma 8.8, we know the result for series-parallel matrices. The
indicator functions of rank polytopes can be written as a combination of Schubert rank
polytopes by Theorem 8.9, so by Theorem 7.1 it suffices to show that if the rank polytope
of Schpr1, . . . , r`, X1, . . . , X`q has codimension 0 in ∆, then it has a subdivision into series-
parallel rank polytopes. This follows from the following observation. If |X`zX`´1| “ 1 then
the rank polytope is not of full dimension. Otherwise, let a, b P X`zX`´1 be distinct. Asř
X`
xi “ r` is constant, there is a subdivision of the rank polytope into the regions where
xa ` xb ď 1 and where řX`zta,bu xi ď r` ´ 1. The first region is the rank polytope of the
parallel connection along a of Schpr1, . . . , r`, X1, . . . , X`´1, X`ztbuq with Schp1, ta, buq (i.e. a
and b merge), and the second region is the rank polytope of the series connection along
a of Schpr1, . . . , r`´1, r` ´ 1, X1, . . . , X`´1, X`ztbuq with Schp1, ta, buq (i.e. all points other
than a, b get projected down to rank rl ´ 1), where by abuse of notation we call the newly
created points in the series and parallel connection a as well. It is known that series and
parallel connection distribute over matroid rank polytope subdivision (from e.g. the explicit
description of these operations on polytopes in [FS12, Proof of Theorem 7.3]), so repeatedly
applying this we may reduce the polytope down to series-parallel rank polytopes. 
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9. Formulas for rOM s
In this section, we will derive the formulas for the equivariant Chow classes of rOM s using
Brion’s theorem on rational convex polytopes. In the special case d “ r ` 1, by Section 13
the formula in Theorem 9.1 induces the localized classes at the torus-fixed points of the
Grassmannian computed in [BF17, Lemma 5.2].
For each permutation σ “ pσp1q, . . . , σpnqq of t1, . . . , nu, define the total ordering ăσ on
t1, . . . , nu by σp1q ăσ ¨ ¨ ¨ ăσ σpnq. This total ordering induces a (lexicographic) total
ordering on the d-element subsets of t1, . . . , nu.
Theorem 9.1. Let M be a d ˆ n matrix with columns x1, . . . , xn ‰ 0. If rkpMq ă d, then
OM “ 0. Otherwise, for each permutation σ of t1, . . . , nu, let Bpσq be the lexicographically
first d-element subset of t1, . . . , nu with respect to the ordering ăσ such that eBpσq P VertpPMq.
Then for indeterminates z1, . . . , zn, the expression
(3)
ÿ
σPSn
¨˝ ź
iPt1,...,nuzBpσq
F pziq‚˛ 1pzσp2q ´ zσp1qq . . . pzσpnq ´ zσpn´1qq
is a polynomial of degree at most r in each zi with coefficients in A
‚
GLr`1pptq, and the equi-
variant Chow class rOM s is given by evaluating this polynomial at H1, . . . , Hr, or informally
(4) rOM s “
ÿ
σPSn
¨˝ ź
iPt1,...,nuzBpσq
F pHiq‚˛ 1pHσp2q ´Hσp1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ pHσpnq ´Hσpn´1qq .
Remark 9.2. The expression for rOM smust be evaluated by first writing (3) as a polynomial
before plugging in the Hi. This is because the denominators appearing in (4) are zero-divisors
(e.g. Hi ´Hj is killed by F pHiq´F pHjqHi´Hj ).
Before proving Theorem 9.1, we introduce notation and recall a classical theorem of Gale.
Definition 9.1. For any permutation σ P Sn, let Cσ be the cone generated by all vectors of
the form ei ´ ej with i ąσ j.
Lemma 9.3. For any permutation σ P Sn and any d ˆ n matrix M , define Bpσq as in the
statement of Theorem 9.1. Then we have PM ` Cσ “ eBpσq ` Cσ.
Proof. This is equivalent to the statement that if B1 is a d-element subset of t1, . . . , nu such
that eB1 P VertpPMq, then there is a bijection f : Bpσq Ñ B1 such that fpiq ľσ i for all
i P Bpσq. This is the Gale Maximality Principle; see [Bor03, Theorem 1.1] or [Gal68]. 
Let Z be the abelian group generated by indicator functions of possibly unbounded rational
convex polytopes in Rn, and let φ : Z Ñ Qpz1, . . . , znq be the Brion homomorphism, which
sends the indicator function of a (possibly unbounded) convex polytope P not containing a
line to the integer point transform of P [BHS09, Theorem 2.4]. If P is a convex polytope
containing a line, then φpP q “ 0 [BHS09, Lemma 2.5]. We sometimes denote φp1P q by φpP q.
Proof of Theorem 9.1. If rkpMq ă d, then OM “ 0, so we may assume rkpMq “ d. First, we
will show for all r that substituting F pHq “ Hr`1 into the right-hand side of (4) yields the
expression for the non-equivariant class rOM s P A‚ppPrqnq with degree at most r in each Hi.
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Let α “ pr` 1
n
qp1, . . . , 1q and let P 1M “ α´pr` 1qPM . By Theorem 5.3, the non-equivariant
class rOM s is the sum of śni“1Heii over all peiq P P 1M , and this sum has degree at most r in
each Hi. Hence rOM s “ φpP 1MqpH1, . . . , Hnq non-equivariantly, so we wish to show that
(5) φpP 1Mq “
ÿ
σPSn
¨˝ ź
iPt1,...,nuzBpσq
zr`1i ‚˛ 1pzσp2q ´ zσp1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ pzσpnq ´ zσpn´1qq .
We will do so using the following lemma.
Lemma 9.4. Let P Ă Rn be a rational convex polytope. Then
φpP q “
ÿ
σPSn
φpP ` Cσq.
Proof. Let P be the convex hull of the vectors
wσ “ ´pσ´1p1q, . . . , σ´1pnqq ` ppn` 1q{2, . . . , pn` 1q{2q
for all σ P Sn. (This is the permutohedron [Hoh12, Example 2.6] translated so that it
contains 0.) The tangent cone to P at wσ is wσ ` Cσ.
For a sufficiently small rational number  ą 0, the polytopes P and P :“ P ` P have the
same lattice points, so φpP q “ φpPq. Now, by the description of vertices of Minkowski sums
in Appendix A and Brion’s Theorem [BHS09, p.3], we have φpP q “ φpPq can be written asÿ
uPVertpPq
φpTu,Pq “
ÿ
σPSn
ÿ
vPVertpP q
φpTv,P ` wσ ` Cσq “
ÿ
σPSn
φpP ` wσ ` Cσq.
In each equality we used the vanishing of φ on cones containing lines.
Since ´wσ P Cσ, the polytopes P ` wσ ` Cσ and P ` Cσ have the same lattice points for
sufficiently small . Hence this sum is equal to
ř
σPSn φpP ` Cσq as desired. 
Continuing the proof of Theorem 9.1, applying Lemma 9.4 with P “ P 1M we obtain
φpP 1Mq “
ÿ
σPSn
φpP 1M ` Cσq “
ÿ
σPSn
φpα ´ pr ` 1qPM ` Cσq “
ÿ
σPSn
φpα ´ pr ` 1qpPM ` Cσqq
where the last equality comes from replacing σ with its reverse σr “ pσpnq, . . . , σp1qq. By
Lemma 9.3, the term of this sum is equal to
φpα ´ pr ` 1qpeBpσq ` Cσqq “
¨˝ ź
iPt1,...,nuzBpσq
zr`1i ‚˛pz1 ¨ ¨ ¨ znq´1φpp1{n, . . . , 1{nq ´ Cσq
“
¨˝ ź
iPt1,...,nuzBpσq
zr`1i ‚˛pz1 ¨ ¨ ¨ znq´1zσp1q 1´
1´ zσp1q
zσp2q
¯
¨ ¨ ¨
´
1´ zσpn´1q
zσpnq
¯
“
¨˝ ź
iPt1,...,nuzBpσq
zr`1i ‚˛ 1pzσp2q ´ zσp1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ pzσpnq ´ zσpn´1qq
where we used the fact that the polytopes p1{n, . . . , 1{nq ´Cσ and eσp1q´Cσ have the same
lattice points, from which (5) follows.
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Let Q1PM be the rational function
Q1PM px1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ynq “
ÿ
σPSn
¨˝ ź
iPt1,...,nuzBpσq
yi‚˛ 1pxσp2q ´ xσp1qq . . . pxσpnq ´ xσpn´1qq ,
and let QPM px1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ynq be the rational function from Theorem 8.3. Then, by the
above and Theorem 8.3, we have for all r that the expressions
Q1PM pz1, . . . , zn, zr`11 , . . . , zr`1n q and QPM pz1, . . . , zn, zr`11 , . . . , zr`1n q
are both polynomials of degree at most r in each zi that yield the non-equivariant class
rOM s P A‚ppPrqnq after substituting zi “ Hi. Therefore, they are equal.
Since the set 8ď
r“0
tpz1, . . . , zn, zr`11 , . . . , zr`1n q | z1, . . . , zn P Ku
is Zariski dense in A2n (any polynomial of total degree k vanishing on the kth term of this
union is zero), this implies that Q1PM “ QPM , and the theorem follows from Theorem 8.3. 
10. Poincare´ duals of rOM s and constructing rM s~
In this section, we describe how to compute the Poincare´ dual class rOM s: : A‚GLr`1pPrqbn Ñ
A‚GLr`1pptq, defined by
rOM s:pf1pH1q, . . . , fnpHnqq “
ż
pPrqn
rOM sf1pH1q . . . fnpHnq,
using standard operations on polynomials. To accomplish this, we first construct an oper-
ation rM s~ which behaves well under general projection and direct sum, and is the n-ary
‹-product in the case that M is an invertible nˆ n matrix.
Recall the definitions of ˚ and τďk from Definition 8.3.
Definition 10.1. We define the operation
rM s~ : A‚GLr`1pPrqbn Ñ QH‚GLr`1pPrq
associated to the dˆ n matrix M to be the Poincare´ dual of
rM s:~ “
d´1ÿ
k“0
rOτďk`1pM‘˚qs~k P A‚GLr`1pPrqbn bQH‚GLr`1pPrq,
where we apply the isomorphism A‚GLr`1pPrqr~s – QH‚GLr`1pPrq to the last factor of Pr.
Remark 10.1. For k ě rkpMq, we have rOτďk`1pM‘˚qs “ 0 by Corollary 6.7. When k ă d,
we have τďk`1pM‘˚q “ τďk`1τďdpM‘˚q, and we may take τďdpM‘˚q to be the dˆpn`1q
matrix formed by adding a general extra column to M .
Remark 10.2. The construction of rM s~ precisely mimics the construction of the n-ary ‹-
product from Section 4. Indeed, to construct r~ksf1 ‹ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹ fn, we may apply the convolution
operation associated to n` 1 points on a degree k rational normal curve. In the formula for
rM s~, the operation ‘˚ corresponds to adding an extra output point, and τďk`1 corresponds
to increasing the degeneracy of the configuration, which from the perspective of the under-
lying matroid is equivalent to decreasing the degree of the curve. For M a general n ˆ n
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matrix, by specializing the columns of τďk`1pM ‘ ˚q to lie on a degree k rational normal
curve for each k we see that rM s~ recovers the n-ary ‹-product.
Later we will see how rM s~ yields both rΓM s and µM˚ , but for now it will serve only as a
combinatorial tool to aid in computing Poincare´ dual classes.
10.1. Properties of rM s~. We start with a lemma collecting the easy properties of rM s~.
Lemma 10.3. We have the following properties of rM s~.
(a) r˚s~pfpHqq “ f¯pzq for any fpHq P A‚GLr`1pPrq.
(b) The reduction of rM s~ modulo ~k is rτďkM s~.
(c) Let M 1 be the matrix formed by deleting the last column of M . Then rM s~pα b 1q “
rM 1s~pαq for all α P A‚GLr`1pPrqbpn´1q.
(d) Identifying QH‚GLr`1pPrq – A‚GLr`1pPrqr~s, the compositeˆż
Pr
˙
˝ rM s~ : A‚GLr`1pPrqbn Ñ A‚GLr`1pptqr~s
is equal to
řd´1
k“1rOτďk`1M s:~k.
Proof. Everything follows from the corresponding properties of rOM s. 
The association from dˆ n matrices to operations M ÞÑ rM s~ is not additive. For example,
rkpMq ă d does not imply rM s~ “ 0. We will see that M ÞÑ rM s~ satisfies a more refined
version of additivity called “valuativeness”.
Definition 10.2. Let Z be an abelian group. We say that a map of sets φ : Kdˆn Ñ Z is
valuative if
ř
ai1IMi “ 0 implies
ř
aiφpIMiq “ 0.
Remark 10.4. If φ is valuative, then φpMq depends only on the matroid of M . This
definition is equivalent to the one in [DF10] in light of the fact that if Mi are dˆ n matrices
of rank d, then
ř
ai1PMi “ 0 if and only if
ř
ai1IMi “ 0.
Now we give the most important properties of rM s~.
Theorem 10.5. (a) If M1 and M2 are matrices with n1 and n2 columns respectively, then
rM1 ‘M2s~ “ rM1s~ ‹ rM2s~,
where the rM1s~ applies to the first n1 tensor factors and the rM2s~ applies to the last n2
tensor factors.
(b) The association M ÞÑ rM s~ from dˆn matrices to equivariant Chow classes is valuative.
Also, for fixed n and possibly varying d, rM s~ depends only on the matroid of M .
Proof of Theorem 10.5. Rather than work with rM s~, we work with the Poincare´ dual class
rM s:~ P A‚GLr`1pPrqbn bQH‚GLr`1pPrq.
By Theorem 8.2 and Theorem 8.3, we know that rM s:~ ‹ rN s:~ ´ rM ‘N s:~ can be written as
QpH1, . . . , Hn, z, F pH1q, . . . , F pHnq, F pzqq, where Q is a rational function with coefficients
in A‚GLr`1pptq. Similarly for any given expression
ř
airMis~. Hence, by the argument at the
end of the proof of Theorem 9.1, it suffices to show the statements in the non-equivariant
setting; that is, after substituting F pHq “ Hr`1.
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We claim that the non-equivariant rM s:~ is given by
(6) rM s:~ “
ÿ
z
ř
ei
nź
i“1
Hr´eii
where the sum is over all tuples pe1, . . . , enq P Zn such that řiPA ei ă pr ` 1qrkpAq for all
nonempty A Ă rns. (Note that in light of Theorem 5.4, this claim implies the non-equivariant
analogue of Theorem 6, which we will prove equivariantly in Section 11.)
Note that the non-equivariant rM s:~ is homogeneous of degree nr by definition, so it suffices
to find the peiq which appear in monomials z
ř
ei
śn
i“1H
r´ei
i . By Theorem 5.3, a monomial
Hr´en`1
śn
i“1H
r´ei
i appears in rOτďpk`1qpM‘˚qs if and only if
ř
iPA ei ă pr ` 1qrkMpAq for all
nonempty A Ă rns and řni“1 ei ` e “ pr ` 1qpk ` 1q ´ 1. As e can range between 0 and r,
this latter equality implies
řn
i“1 ei P rrpk ` 1q, pr ` 1qpk ` 1q ´ 1s.
Summing over k, we obtain all nonnegative sequences peiq with řiPA ei ă pr ` 1qrkpAq for
all nonempty A Ă rns as claimed.
Fix 0 ă 1, . . . , n with řni“1 i ď 1. Then the sum in (6) is equivalently over all pe1, . . . , enq P
Zně0 such that pe1 ` 1, . . . , en ` nq P pr ` 1qIM . The result now follows from the fact that
IM‘N “ IM ˆ IN . 
10.2. Poincare´ duals for general matrices and mod F k. We will now investigate the
Poincare´ dual of rOM s for a general dˆ n matrix M .
A general d ˆ n matrix M is realized as τďdp˚ ‘ . . . ‘ ˚q, so by Lemma 10.3(a,b) and
Theorem 10.5(a) we have
rM s~pf1pH1q, . . . , fnpHnqq “ f¯1pzq . . . f¯npzq mod F pzqd
whenever f1, . . . , fn are polynomials with coefficients in A
‚
GLr`1pptq. Writing f¯1pzq . . . f¯npzq “
a0 ` a1F pzq ` . . ., we have
rOM s:pf1pH1q, . . . , fnpHnqq “
ż
Pr
ad´1 “ rzrsrF pzqd´1spf¯1pzq . . . f¯npzq mod F pzqdq
by Lemma 10.3(d).
10.3. Poincare´ duals for Schubert matrices and iterated mod F k. We will now in-
vestigate the Poincare´ dual of rOM s where M is a Schubert matrix. Let M be a ma-
trix realizing Schpr1, . . . , r`, t1, . . . , a1u, . . . , t1, . . . , a`uq where 0 ď r1 ď . . . ď r` “ d and
0 ď a1 ď . . . ď a` “ n. Recall from Definition 8.3 that we may realize M as
M “ τďrkpτďrk´1p. . . τďr2pτďr1p˚ ‘ . . .‘ ˚q ‘ ˚ ‘ . . .‘ ˚q . . .q ‘ ˚ ‘ . . .‘ ˚q.
By Lemma 10.3(a,b) and Theorem 10.5(a) we have
rM s~pf1pH1q, . . . , fnpHnqq “
``
f¯1 . . . f¯a1 mod F
r1
˘
f¯a1`1 . . . f¯a2 mod F
r2
˘
. . . f¯n mod F
r`
(evaluated at z). By Lemma 10.3(d), applying the operator rzrsrF pzqd´1s to this expression
yields rOM s:pf1pH1q, . . . , fnpHnqq. Both rM s~ and rOM s: are asymmetric and we may recover
the expressions for all Schubert matroids by permuting the inputs.
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10.4. Poincare´ duals for all rOM s. For an arbitrary matrix M , we apply Theorem 8.9
and Theorem 10.5(b) to get
rM s~ “
nÿ
`“1
ÿ
HĹX1Ĺ...ĹX`“t1,...,nu
p´1qn´`rSchprkMpX1q, . . . , rkMpX`q, X1, . . . , X`qs~,
This expression in particular implies the uniqueness in Theorem 5 in light of the previous
subsection. We have thus expressed rM s~pf1pH1q, . . . , fnpHnqq in terms of iterated mod F k
over various groupings of the f¯i. By Lemma 10.3(d), applying the operator rzrsrF pzqd´1s to
this expression yields rOM s:pf1pH1q, . . . , fnpHnqq.
11. Equivariant Chow class of the graph closure ΓM of φM
In this section, we compute the equivariant Chow class of the closure ΓM Ă Ppr`1qˆd´1ˆpPrqn
of the graph of φM . We will use the specific resolution of µM given by the wonderful
compactification described in Appendix B to describe pµMq˚ in terms of generalized matrix
orbits, and then use this to reconstruct rΓM s.
Theorem 11.1. Let M be a dˆ n matrix, and let
q : QH‚GLr`1pPrq Ñ A‚GLr`1pPpr`1qˆd´1q – A‚GLr`1pptqrHs{pF pHqdq
be the quotient map, with qpzq “ H and qp~q “ F pHq. Then the equivariant Chow class
rΓM s P A‚GLr`1pPpr`1qˆd´1 ˆ pPrqnq “ A‚GLr`1pPrqbn b A‚GLr`1pPpr`1qˆd´1q
is equal to p1b qqprM s:~q.
Equivalently, let ak P A‚GLr`1ppPrqnqbA‚GLr`1pPpr`1qˆd´1q be the result of replacing Hn`1 with
H in any expression for rOτďk`1pM‘˚qs with degree at most r in Hn`1. (For example, we can
use the formula given in Theorem 9.1.) Then
rΓM s “
d´1ÿ
k“0
akF pHqk.
Corollary 11.2. The function rM s~pf1pH1q, . . . , fnpHnqq is given by µM˚pf1pH1q ¨ ¨ ¨ fnpHnqq.
Corollary 11.3. The map M ÞÑ rΓM s from d ˆ n matrices to equivariant Chow classes is
valuative.
Proof of Theorem 11.1. Let V “ Kr`1 and W “ Kd and let x1, . . . , xn P W be the columns
of M . As in Section 8, we can think of the generalized matrix orbit map as the map
µM : PpV bW_q 99K pPpV qqn defined by the formula µMp rAq “ pĄAx1, . . . , ĄAxnq whenever
A P HompW,V q “ V bW ˚ is a matrix such that Axi ‰ 0 for 1 ď i ď n.
Choose a general xn`1 P W and let M 1 be the d ˆ pn ` 1q matrix whose columns are
x1, . . . , xn`1. For 0 ď i ď d, let Λ Ă W be a general subspace of dimension i, and let
x1, . . . , xn`1 P W {Λ be the images of x1, . . . , xn`1. After identifying W {Λ with Kd´i by a
fixed isomorphism, let M 1 be the pd´ iqˆpn`1q matrix whose columns are x1, . . . , xn`1. By
Remark 10.1, M 1 is a realization of τďd´ipM ‘ ˚q, so rOM 1s “ rOτďd´ipM‘˚qs. The following
key lemma relates the maps µM , µM 1 , and µM 1 .
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Lemma 11.4. There exist resolutions B, B1, and B1 of the maps µM , µM 1, and µM 1, respec-
tively, that fit into a commutative diagram
(7)
B1 B1
B
PpV b ΛKq PpV bW_q PpV qn PpV qn`1
˝
rι
pi
M 1 piM 1
b rµM 1
piM
rµM
ι p
where p : PpV qn`1 Ñ PpV q is the projection onto the first n factors and ι : PpV b ΛKq Ñ
PpV bW_q is the inclusion, satisfying the following equalities of equivariant Chow classes:
(i) piM˚H
j “ b˚rµM˚ 1pHjn`1q for 0 ď j ď r, and
(ii) piM˚ 1pF pHqiq “ rι˚rB1s.
To prove Lemma 11.4, we will need the following proposition, which states that blowup
commutes with restriction to a subvariety transverse to the center of blowup.
Proposition 11.5. Let X be a smooth variety containing smooth subvarieties Y, Z such that
Y&Z. Let pi : BlZX Ñ X be the blowup map. Then, the canonical embedding BlYXZY ãÑ
pi´1pY q is an isomorphism. Furthermore, we have the equality of Chow classes pi˚rY s “
rBlYXZY s (which is an equality of G-equivariant Chow classes if X carries an action of a
group G and Y and Z are G-invariant).
Proof. By the blowup closure lemma, the proper transform of Y in BlZX is BlYXZY and
BlYXZY is irreducible. Therefore, the map BlYXZY ãÑ pi´1pY q is a closed immersion.
The exceptional divisor E Ă BlZX is isomorphic to the projectivization of the normal bundle
PpNZ{Xq. Since Y&Z, Y XZ is smooth and of the expected dimension dimpXq´codimpY q´
codimpZq. Hence, pi´1pY XZq is smooth of dimension dimpXq´1´codimpY q “ dimpY q´1.
Therefore, BlYXZY ãÑ pi´1pY q is a bijection as it is a bijection over Z XY . Finally, pi´1pY X
Zq “ pi´1pY q X E Ă pi´1pY q is cut out by one equation and smooth of codimension 1, so
pi´1pY q must be smooth. By Zariski’s main theorem, BlYXZY ãÑ pi´1pY q is an isomorphism.
The equality pi˚rY s “ rBlYXZY s follows from [Ful98, Corollary 6.7.2]. 
Proof of Lemma 11.4. We will construct the resolutions B, B1, and B1 using the wonderful
compactification as follows. Let F be the finite set of linear subspaces of W_ given by
F “
#č
iPS
xKi | S Ă t1, . . . , nu
+
and let
S “ tPpV b Uq | U P F , t0u Ĺ U Ĺ W_u.
Let G1, . . . , GN be the elements of S, ordered in such a way that Gi Ă Gj implies i ď j.
Define the ordered sets
G “ tG1, . . . , GNu, G 1 “ tG1, . . . , GN ,PpV b xKn`1qu,
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G “ tG1 X PpV b ΛKq, . . . , GN X PpV b ΛKq,PpV b xKn`1q X PpV b ΛKqu.
It follows from the genericity of xn`1 and Λ that PpV b xKn`1q and PpV bΛKq are transverse
to each Gi and to each other. Hence G and G 1 are ordered building sets of subvarieties of
PpV bW ˚q and G 1 is an ordered building set of subvarieties of PpV b ΛKq (in the sense of
Definition B.3).
Let
B “ PpV bW_qG, B1 “ PpV bW_qG1 , B1 “ PpV b ΛKqG1
be the corresponding wonderful compactifications. By Corollary B.4, the spaces B, B1, and
B1 smoothly and GLpV q-equivariantly resolve the maps µM , µM 1 , and µM 1 respectively.
By Definition B.3, the space B1 is the blowup of B along the strict transform of PpV bxKn`1q
in B. Also B1 “ pi´1M 1pPpV b ΛKqq by a repeated application of Proposition 11.5. Hence, we
can construct the diagram (7). It remains to prove equations (i) and (ii).
First, we show (i). Let E be the exceptional divisor of b. Letting rH “ piM˚ 1H, we haverH “ rµM˚ 1Hn`1 ` E. Hence by rewriting µM˚ 1pHjn`1q “ p rH ´ Eqj, we get
b˚rµ˚M 1pHjn`1q “ jÿ
k“0
p´1qj´k
ˆ
j
k
˙
b˚p rHkEj´kq.(8)
Let ιE : E ãÑ B1 be the inclusion of the exceptional divisor, which is GLpV q-equivariant.
For k ă j, the class rHkEj´k “ pιEq˚ιE˚p rHkEj´k´1q is the pushforward to B1 of a class in
Aj´1pEq. Since the map b restricted to E has r-dimensional fibers and r ą j´1, this implies
that b˚p rHkEj´kq “ 0. Hence each term of (8) vanishes except the term with k “ j, and
b˚rµ˚M 1pHjn`1q “ b˚p rHjq “ b˚pi˚M 1pHjq “ b˚b˚pi˚MpHjq “ pi˚MpHjq,
which is exactly (i).
Equation (ii) follows from piM˚ 1pF pHqiq “ piM˚ 1ι˚rPpV b ΛKqs and repeated applications of
Proposition 11.5. 
Continuing the proof of the theorem, for β P A‚GLr`1ppPrqnq, 0 ď i ď d, 0 ď j ď r, we claim
(9)
ż
pPrqn
pµMq˚pF pHqiHjq X β “
ż
pPrqn`1
rOτďd´ipMY˚qs XHjn`1 X p˚β,
where p : pPrqn`1 Ñ pPrqn is the projection to the first n factors. Indeed, by Lemma 11.4,ż
pPrqn
pµMq˚pF pHqiHjq X β “
ż
B
pi˚MpF pHqiq X pi˚MpHjq X rµ˚Mβ
“
ż
B
pi˚MpF pHqiq X b˚rµ˚M 1pHjn`1q X rµ˚Mβ
“
ż
B1
pi˚M 1pF pHqiq X rµ˚M 1pHjn`1q X rµ˚M 1p˚β
“
ż
B1
rι˚rB1s X rµ˚M 1pHjn`1 X p˚βq
“
ż
B1
rµ˚
M 1pHjn`1 X p˚βq “
ż
pPrqn`1
rOτďd´ipM‘˚qs XHjn`1 X p˚β.
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Now, we complete the proof of the theorem. The two statements of the theorem are equivalent
by the definition of rM s~, so we wish to show that rΓM s “ p1b qqprM s:~q. It suffices to showż
Ppr`1qˆd´1ˆpPrqn
rΓM s X pF pHqiHjq X β “
ż
Ppr`1qˆd´1ˆpPrqn
p1b qqprM s:~q X pF pHqiHjq X β
for β P A‚GLr`1ppPrqnq, 0 ď i ď d and 0 ď j ď r.
Recall that the pushforward pµMq˚ does not depend on the choice of the resolution of µM ,
so we can take the resolution ΓM Ă Ppr`1qˆd´1 ˆ pPrqn. Thenż
Ppr`1qˆd´1ˆpPrqn
rΓM s X pF pHqiHjq X β “
ż
pPrqn
pµMq˚pF pHqiHjq X β
“
ż
pPrqn`1
rOτďd´ipM‘˚qs XHjn`1 X p˚β
“
ż
Ppr`1qˆd´1ˆpPrqn
p1b qqprM s:~q X pF pHqiHjq X β.

12. Application: line sections of a hypersurface
We consider the following problem.
Problem 12.1. For a general hypersurface X Ă Pr of degree d with d “ 2r` 1, what is the
degree of the map
φX : Gp1, rq 99K SymdP1{{SL2 –M0,d{Sd
that sends each line ` Ă Pr to the moduli of the d unordered points `XX on ` – P1?
When r “ 2, the answer to Problem 12.1 was shown to be 420 in [CL08]. We give a separate
approach that yields the answer for all r. More generally, in the threshold d ě 2r´ 2 where
a general such X contains no lines, we find the class of a general fiber of φX in Gp1, rq.
We can also ask a related question.
Problem 12.2. With the setup of Problem 12.1, when r “ 2 Cadman and Laza [CL08] show
degpφXq “ 2 ¨ p# bitangents of Xq ` 4 ¨ p# flexes of Xq “ 2 ¨ 120` 4 ¨ 45 “ 420.
How does this generalize to arbitrary r?
We solve Problem 12.1 in Theorem 12.5 and answer Problem 12.2 in Section 12.3.
12.1. Connection with OM . For the rest of Section 12, all of our cycles OM are in a
product of P1’s. For any matrix M , denote by pOMqPpS_qd the pullback of OM from Ppζ2qd,
where ζ2 is the universal rank 2 vector bundle. By an abuse of notation, we will drop the
subscript PpS_qd when it is clear from context.
Lemma 12.3. Let f be a homogeneous form of degree d on Kr`1 such that X “ V pfq Ă Pr
contains no lines. Denoting by S the tautological bundle on Gp1, rq, there is an everywhere
nonzero section Gp1, rq Ñ SymdS_ induced by f , and the class of the image of the induced
section s : Gp1, rq Ñ PpSymdS_q is given by
rimpsqs “ Hd ` c1pSymdS_qHd´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cdpSymdS_q.
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Proof. Let V “ Kr`1. Then, the canonical inclusion of S Ă V ˆ Gp1, V q of vector bundles
over Gp1, V q induces a surjection SymdpV _q ˆGp1, V q Ñ SymdpS_q of vector bundles. The
section Gp1, V q Ñ SymdS_ is the composition
Gp1, V q Ñ SymdpV _q ˆGp1, V q Ñ SymdS_.
If X “ V pfq contains no lines, then f restricts to something nonzero on each line, so
Gp1, V q Ñ SymdS_ avoids zero. The formula for rimpsqs follows from [EH16, Proposition
9.13]. 
Lemma 12.4 describes the class of a general fiber of φX , and contains a rigorous definition
of φX in its proof.
Lemma 12.4. With the setup of Lemma 12.3, assume that there are no lines in Pr meeting
X at most twice. The general fiber of
φX : Gp1, rq 99K PpSymdpK_q2q{{SL2
is closed in Gp1, rq and has class s˚Φ˚rOM sPpS_qd, where M is a general 2ˆ d matrix and Φ
is the multiplication map
Φ : PpS_qd Ñ PpSymdS_q,
where PpS_qd denotes the d-fold fiber product of PpS_q with itself over Gp1, rq.
Proof. Let U Ă Gp1, rq be an open subset over which S Ñ Gp1, rq is trivial. Taking a
trivialization, we have an SL2-equivariant map PpSymdS_q|U Ñ U . We can take the GIT
quotient, which gives us
PpSymdS_q|U PpSymdS_q|U{{SL2
U
Given another open subset U 1 Ă Gp1, rq over which S Ñ Gp1, rq is trivial, we get identifi-
cations of the GIT quotients over U X U 1 that are independent of the trivializations chosen
over U and U 1.
pPpSymdS_q|Uq|U 1 pPpSymdS_q|U 1q|U
pPpSymdS_q|U{{SL2q|U 1 pPpSymdS_q|U 1{{SL2q|U
„
This means the GIT quotients over each U glue together to a global object, and this global
object is precisely Gp1, rq ˆ pPpSymdpK_q2q{{SL2q. We have an induced map
PpSymdS_q 99K Gp1, rq ˆ pPpSymdpK_q2q{{SL2q Ñ PpSymdpK_q2q{{SL2(10)
and the map φX can be defined as the composite
φX : Gp1, rq sÝÑ PpSymdS_q 99K Gp1, rq ˆ pPpSymdpK_q2q{{SL2q Ñ PpSymdpK_q2q{{SL2.
Let Us Ă PpSymdS_q denote the dense open subset of points that are stable with respect to
the local GIT quotients above. The set Us consists of configurations of d points on a line
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such that no point with multiplicity at least d
2
appears. The map (10) is defined on Us and
maps a stable configuration of d points to the class of its SL2 orbit in PpSymdpK_q2q{{SL2.
A general fiber of the map Us Ñ PpSymdpK_q2q{{SL2 given by (10) is Φ˚OM X Us.
The set s´1pUsq is in the domain of definition of φX , and the scheme s´1pΦ˚OM X Usq is a
general fiber of φX restricted to s
´1pUsq. We claim that
spGp1, rqq X Φ˚OM Ă Us.
Indeed, every configuration in the boundary of Φ˚OM (supported on fewer than d points)
must be supported on at most 2 points for dimension reasons, and thus impsq does not
intersect the boundary of Φ˚OM by assumption. Since the complement of the boundary of
Φ˚OM lies in Us, we have spGp1, rqq X Φ˚OM Ă Us.
Therefore, s´1pΦ˚OM X Usq “ s´1pΦ˚OMq, which completes the proof. 
12.2. Computation of degree.
Theorem 12.5. Let X Ă Pr be a hypersurface of degree d such that no line meets X at most
twice or is contained in X. After restricting the rational map
φX : Gp1, rq 99K PpSymdpK_q2q{{SL2
to its domain of definition, the general fiber is closed in Gp1, rq and has class
dpd´ 1qpd´ 2q
d´2ź
k“2
pku` pd´ kqvq,
where u, v are the Chern roots of the dual S_ Ñ Gp1, rq of the tautological bundle. In
particular, if d “ 2r ` 1, then the degree of φX is the difference between the coefficients of
ur´1vr´1 and ur´2vr in the expansion of dpd´ 1qpd´ 2qśd´2k“2pku` pd´ kqvq.
Example 1. For pd, rq “ p7, 3q, we are considering line sections of a degree 7 surface in P3.
Theorem 12.5 says the degree in this case is 77070.
Proof. Let M be a general 2ˆ d matrix. By Lemma 12.4, the class of a general fiber of φX
is s˚Φ˚rOM sPpS_qd .
PpS_qd PpSymdS_q
Gp1, rq
pi1
Φ
pi2
s
By the projection formula, we have
s˚Φ˚rOM sPpS_qd “ ppi2q˚s˚ps˚Φ˚rOM sPpS_qdq “ ppi2q˚ps˚rGp1, rqs X Φ˚rOM sPpS_qdq
“ ppi2q˚Φ˚pΦ˚s˚rGp1, rqs X rOM sPpS_qdq
“ ppi1q˚pΦ˚rimpsqs X rOM sPpS_qdq.
To compute ppi1q˚pΦ˚rimpsqs X rOM sPpS_qdq, we will use Lemma 12.3 and Section 10.2.
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Let F pzq “ pz ` uqpz ` vq be the Leray relation of PpS_q, let
Gpzq “
dź
k“0
pz ` ku` pd´ kqvq “ zd`1 ` c1pSymdS_qzd ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cd`1pSymdS_q
be the Leray relation of PpSymdS_q and let H “ OPpSymdS_qp1q. By Lemma 12.3, we have
rimpsqs “ LpHq, where L is the polynomial
Lpzq “ Gpzq ´Gp0q
z
.
Hence Φ˚rimpsqs “ Lpřdi“1Hiq, where Hi denotes OPpS_qp1q pulled back from the ith factor.
Let LpH1, . . . , Hdq be the result of reducing Lpřdi“1Hiq modulo F pHiq “ pHi ` uqpHi ` vq
for each i. Then by Section 10.2 we have
pi˚pΦ˚rimpsqs X rOM sPpS_qdq “ rz1srF pzq1sLpz, . . . , zq.
(As usual, rF pzq1sLpz, . . . , zq denotes the coefficient a1 when Lpz, . . . , zq is expressed as
a0pzq ` a1pzqF pzq ` a2F pzq2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , where each ai is a polynomial of degree at most 1 in z.)
We can thus carry out the computation of the class of the general fiber of φX in three
steps: first we compute LpH1, . . . , Hnq, second we compute Lpz, . . . , zq, and third we com-
pute the answer rz1srF pzq1sLpz, . . . , zq. We will perform these steps completely formally,
treating all variables as indeterminates with no relations between them, i.e. in the ring
Qpu, v,H1, . . . , Hn, zq. In particular, we will not use any relations between the Hi and u, v
in the relevant Chow rings.
Step 1 Note that LpH1, . . . , Hnq has degree at most 1 in each Hi and agrees with Lpřdi“1Hiq
on t´u,´vud. Hence we may compute LpH1, . . . , Hnq by evaluating Lpřdi“1Hiq on t´u,´vud
and using the Lagrange interpolation formula. Observe that the term GpH1 ` . . .`Hdq of
LpH1 ` . . .`Hdq “ GpH1 ` . . .`Hdq ´Gp0q
H1 ` . . .`Hd
vanishes on t´u,´vud, so we get
LpH1, . . . , Hnq “
ÿ
TĂt1,...,du
´Gp0q
´|T |v ´ pd´ |T |qu
˜ź
iPT
Hi ` u
´v ` u
¸¨˝ ź
iPt1,...,duzT
Hi ` v
´u` v ‚˛.
Step 2 Substituting z for each Hi yields
Lpz, . . . , zq “ Gp0q
dÿ
k“0
1
kv ` pd´ kqu
ˆ
d
k
˙ pz ` uqkpz ` vqd´k
pu´ vqkpv ´ uqd´k
“ Gp0qpu´ vqd
dÿ
k“0
`
d
k
˘pz ` uqkp´z ´ vqd´k
kv ` pd´ kqu(11)
Step 3 All terms of (11) except for the k “ 0, 1, d´ 1, d terms are divisible by F pzq2. Thus
rz1srF pzq1sLpz, . . . , zq “ Gp0qpu´ vqd rz
1srF pzq1s
ˆp´z ´ vqd
du
` dpz ` uqp´z ´ vq
d´1
v ` pd´ 1qu
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`dpz ` uq
d´1p´z ´ vq
pd´ 1qv ` u `
pz ` uqd
dv
˙
“ Gp0qpu´ vqd rz
1srF pzq1s
ˆp´1qdpz ` vqd
du
` p´1q
d´1dF pzqpz ` vqd´2
v ` pd´ 1qu(12)
´dF pzqpz ` uq
d´2
pd´ 1qv ` u `
pz ` uqd
dv
˙
.
We note now that
pz ` uqk ”pz ` uqpu´ vqk´1
` F pzqp´pz ` vqpu´ vqk´3 ` pz ` uqpk ´ 1qpu´ vqk´3q pmod F pzq2q.
because both sides of the equation and their first derivatives agree on t´u,´vu. Hence
rz1srF pzq1sF pzqpz ` uqk “ pu´ vqk´1, rz1srF pzq1spz ` uqk “ pk ´ 2qpu´ vqk´3,
rz1srF pzq1sF pzqpz ` vqk “ pv ´ uqk´1, rz1srF pzq1spz ` vqk “ pk ´ 2qpv ´ uqk´3.
Applying this term by term to (12), we obtain
Gp0q
pu´ vqd
ˆ
´pd´ 2qpu´ vq
d´3
du
` dpu´ vq
d´3
v ` pd´ 1qu ´
dpu´ vqd´3
pd´ 1qv ` u `
pd´ 2qpu´ vqd´3
dv
˙
“ Gp0q pd´ 1qpd´ 2q
dupu` pd´ 1qvqppd´ 1qv ` uqv
“ dpd´ 1qpd´ 2q
d´2ź
k“2
pku` pd´ kqvq,
which finishes the proof in general. In the case d “ 2r` 1, the degree of φX is the urvr term
when we decompose our expression into Schubert cycles, which are Schur polynomials in the
Chern roots u, v of S_ [Ful97, Chapter 10, Proposition 8]. This is the difference between the
ur´1vr´1 coefficient and the ur´2vr coefficient of dpd´ 1qpd´ 2qśd´2k“2pku` pd´ kqvq. 
12.3. Degeneration of the general orbit. We now answer Problem 12.2, generalizing
the relation in the case r “ 2 to arbitrary r, via a relation between generalized matrix orbit
classes. The following definition will be used in Section 12.3 only.
Definition 12.1. Given a partition A1\ . . .\Ak of t1, . . . , nu, let MA1\¨¨¨\Ak denote a choice
of a 2 ˆ n matrix such that two columns are linearly dependent if and only if their indices
lie in the same Ai. Equivalently, we may define
MA1\...\Ak “ τď2pτď1p‘jPA1˚q ‘ . . .‘ τď1p‘jPAk˚qq.
By Theorem 7.1, the class rOMA1\¨¨¨\Ak s depends only on the partition A1\ ¨ ¨ ¨ \Ak and not
on the specific choice of MA1\¨¨¨\Ak .
Proposition 12.6. We have
rOMt1u\¨¨¨\tnus “
n´2ÿ
i“1
rOMt1,...,iu\ti`1u\ti`2,...,nus
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Proof. This follows by Theorem 7.1 and the subdivision of Schubert rank polytopes in the
proof of Theorem 8.3. This also follows from an application of [Kap93, Theorem 1.3.6] in the
case where interior vertices of our tree form a chain. Not coincidentially, in characteristic
zero, this also follows from Section 4.4. 
As a corollary of Proposition 12.6, we have
Theorem 12.7. With the setup of Lemma 12.3, if d “ 2r ` 1, then the degree of φX isÿ
aěbą1,a`b`1“d
2na,b,1 ` 4nd´2,1,1,
where
na,b,c “
ż
Gp1,rq
s˚rZa,b,cs
and Za,b,c Ă SymdpPpS_qq “ PpSymdS_q is the closure of the locus of n-tuples of points in
each fiber supported at 3 points with multiplicities a, b, c.
Remark 12.8. The inverse image s´1pZa,b,cq consists exactly of lines that intersectX at three
points with multiplicities exactly a, b, c. Hence, we may think of na,b,c as the number of such
lines, counted with multiplicity. In characteristic zero, it is possible to give a transversality
argument to show that, for a general X, we can take na,b,c to be the honest number of lines,
as all lines appear with multiplicity one.
Proof. By Lemma 12.4, the degree of φX is equal to the degree of s
˚Φ˚rOMt1u\¨¨¨\tdus, where
Φ : PpS_qd Ñ PpSymdS_q
is the multiplication map. By Proposition 12.6, we have
s˚Φ˚rOMt1u\¨¨¨\tdus “
d´2ÿ
i“1
s˚Φ˚rOMt1,...,iu\ti`1u\ti`2,...,dus.
Now, observe that Φ maps OMt1,...,iu\ti`1u\ti`2,...,du generically two-to-one onto Zi,d´i´1,1 if
i P t1, d´1
2
, d ´ 2u and birationally onto it otherwise. Therefore s˚Φ˚rOMt1,...,iu\ti`1u\ti`2,...,dus
is the class of 2ni,d´i´1,1 points if i P t1, d´12 , d ´ 2u and ni,d´i´1,1 points otherwise. Taking
the sum from i “ 1 to d´ 2 yields the desired answer. 
Remark 12.9. Using the properties of rM s~ in Section 10 and the description of MA1\...\Ak
in terms of truncations and direct sums with ˚, one can compute the na,b,1 directly.
13. Lifting to Apr`1qˆn
In this section, we show that our formulas for rOM s and rΓM s allow us to compute theGLr`1ˆ
pKˆqn-equivariant classes of the analogues of OM and ΓM in Apr`1qˆn, thus completing and
vastly extending the computation of Berget and Fink in [BF17]. The precise formulation of
the problem for OM is as follows.
Problem 13.1. Let T “ pKˆqn be the torus. We have a GLr`1 ˆ T -equivariant analogue
multM : Apr`1qˆd ˆKˆ T Ñ Apr`1qˆn
of µM that sends pA,Dq P Apr`1qˆd ˆKˆ T to the product AMD. What is the class of the
image closure of multM in A
‚
GLr`1ˆT pApr`1qˆnq as an ppr ` 1qd` n´ 1q-dimensional cycle?
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By Corollary 13.3 below, the formula in Theorem 9.1 for rOM s is precisely the same as the
formula for the lifted class described in Problem 13.1, as it satisfies a certain degree bound of
Feher and Rimanyi [FR07]. This formula works verbatim even if M has zero columns because
the locus of matrices with vanishing ith column has class F pHiq. We can also lift rΓM s in
an analogous fashion because the formula in Theorem 11.1 satisfies the degree bounds.
13.1. Degree bound of Feher and Rimanyi. To pass from
A‚GLr`1ˆT pApr`1qˆnq – Zrt0, . . . , trsSr`1rH1, . . . , Hns
to A‚GLr`1ppPrqnq, we remove the locus in Apr`1qˆn of matrices containing a zero column
and quotient out by the resulting free T -action. This amounts to taking the quotient of
A‚GLr`1ˆT pApr`1qˆnq by the ideal generated by F pHiq for 1 ď i ď n.
Lemma 13.2 ([FR07, Theorem 2.1]). Let V1, V2 be vector spaces and let G be an algebraic
group that acts on V1‘V2. Let Kˆ act on V1 trivially and on V2 by scaling. Let X Ă V1‘V2
be an irreducible closed GˆKˆ-invariant subvariety not contained in V1.
Then, under the isomorphism A‚GˆKˆpV1 ‘ V2q – A‚Gpptq b ZrHs, the class rXs maps to an
expression
ř
xj bHj where xj “ 0 if j ě dimpV2q.
Proof. This is a special case of the argument in [FR07, Theorem 2.1] applied to the case
V “ V1, V # “ V1 ‘ V2, G “ G, H “ Kˆ, η# “ X, and η “ X X V1. Since the argument
is short and our setting is with equivariant Chow groups instead of equivariant cohomology,
we recall the proof for completeness.
Consider the diagram
A‚Gpptq b ZrHs A‚GˆKˆpV1 ‘ V2q A‚GˆKˆppV1 ‘ V2qzXq
A‚GˆKˆpV1q A‚GˆKˆpV1zpX X V1qq
„
„
The class
ř
xj b Hj maps to zero in A‚GˆKˆppV1 ‘ V2qzXq, so the image of
ř
xi b Hj in
A‚GˆKˆpV1q is in the kernel of A‚GˆKˆpV1q Ñ A‚GˆKˆpV1zpX XV1qq. In particular, this means
that each xj is in the kernel of A
‚
GˆKˆpV1q Ñ A‚GˆKˆpV1zpX X V1qq.
Since X is irreducible and not contained in V1, we have dimpX X V1q ď dimpXq ´ 1, or
equivalently, the codimension of X X V1 in V1 is at most the codimension of X in V1 ‘ V2
minus pdimpV2q ´ 1q. If j ě dimpV2q, then the codimension of xj is at most the codimension
of X in V1‘V2 minus dimpV2q. Since it is in the kernel of A‚GˆKˆpV1q Ñ A‚GˆKˆpV1zpXXV1qq,
it must be zero. 
Corollary 13.3. Let G be an algebraic group and let V1, . . . , Vn be representations of G. Let
T “ pKˆqn act on V1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Vn by scaling each summand separately.
Let X Ă V1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Vn be an irreducible closed G ˆ T -invariant subvariety intersecting
pV1zt0uq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pVnzt0uq and let f be a polynomial with coefficients in A‚Gpptq such that
fpH1, . . . , Hnq is the class
rX X pV1zt0uq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pVnzt0uqs P A‚GˆT ppV1zt0uq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pVnzt0uqq
“ A‚GpPpV1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ PpVnqq
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“ A‚GpptqrH1, . . . , Hns{ppV1pH1q, . . . , pVnpHnqq,
where pV pzq “ zdimV ` cG1 pV qzdimV´1 ` . . .` cGdimV pV q denotes the Leray relation of V .
Assume that f has degree less than dimpViq in each Hi. Then the class
rXs P A‚GˆT pV1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Vnq “ A‚GpptqrH1, . . . , Hns
is equal to fpH1, . . . , Hnq.
Proof. The result follows from a repeated application of Lemma 13.2. 
Hence, the formulas in Theorems 9.1 and 11.1 solve Problem 13.1.
Appendix A. Polytopes
We collect here facts about (convex) polytope geometry and matroid polytopes that we need
in the body of the paper. Not all polytopes we will work with are bounded.
Definition A.1. A cone is a polytope with at most one vertex. Equivalently, it is a polytope
formed as the Minkowski sum of a point v and rays Rě0vi. If such a cone does not contain
a line, then v is the unique vertex of the cone, called its apex.
If a cone v `řiRě0vi has an apex, then its edges are a subset of the rays v ` Rě0vi.
Definition A.2. The tangent cone of a polytope P at a point p P P is
Tp,P “ p`
ď
p1PP
Rě0pp1 ´ pq.
If the polytope P is understood, we will denote the tangent cone simply by Tp. There exists
a finite set S Ă P such that Tp “ p`řp1PS Rě0pp1 ´ pq, so Tp a polytope and a cone.
An equivalent description of x P P to be a vertex is that Tx contains no line.
Given polytopes P , Q, and points p P P , q P Q, we have Tp`q,P`Q “ Tp,P `Tq,Q. As the sum
of cones which contain lines is a cone which contains lines, we have
VertpP `Qq “ tx` y | x P VertpP q, y P VertpQq, Tx ` Ty does not contain a lineu.
More generally, every face of P `Q is the Minkowski sum of a face of P with a face of Q.
The following is an equivalent characterization of rank polytopes arising from matroids (not
necessarily arising from matrices).
Lemma A.1. [GGMS87] A polytope P Ă ∆ is the rank polytope of a matroid if and only if
VertpP q Ă Vertp∆q and all edges of P are parallel to vectors of the form ei´ej. In particular,
every nonempty face of a rank polytope is also a rank polytope.
This is the only property of rank polytopes we will be using, and to emphasize this, in this
section we work with matroids M and their rank polytopes PM rather than with matrices.
Definition A.3. We define a matroidal cone C to be a cone with apex at the origin which
is generated by rays of the form Rě0pei ´ ejq. If C is a matroidal cone generated by lines,
we define the equivalence relation „C on t1, . . . , nu by i „C j if ei ´ ej P C and we call C
the associated cone to „C .
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Note that if C is a matroidal cone generated by lines, then
C “
$&%px1, . . . , xnq P Rn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
iPSj
xi “ 0 for all j
,.- ,
where S1, . . . , Sk are the equivalence classes of „C .
Corollary A.2. Given a matroid M, there exists a unique partition S1\. . .\Sk of t1, . . . , nu
such that PM is a full-dimensional subset of
Tz “
$&%px1, . . . , xnq P Rn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
iPSj
xi “ rkMpSjq for all j
,.-
for any relative interior point z P PM. In particular, for any point px1, . . . , xnq P PM we
have
ř
iPSj xj P Z for all j.
Proof. The tangent cone at z is the Minkowski sum of the tangent cones of the vertices of
PM, so it is generated by some collection of vectors of the form ei ´ ej and their negations.
Now take S1, . . . , Sk to be the equivalence classes of „Tz´z. 
We will denote by „M the equivalence relation „Tz´z for any relative interior point z of PM.
We are interested in polytopes of the form PM`C for C a matroidal cone and the intersec-
tions pPM ` Cq X ∆. We prove the key facts about these polytopes below. Recall that by
abuse of notation we identify the vertices of ∆ with d-element subsets of t1, . . . , nu.
Lemma A.3. Let M be a matroid and let C be a matroidal cone. Then all edges of PM`C
are parallel to vectors of the form ei ´ ej and pPM `Cq X∆ is a matroid rank polytope with
VertppPM ` Cq X∆q “
ď
wPVertpPMq
pw ` Cq X Vertp∆q(13)
“ tz P Vertp∆q | Dw P VertpPMq, bijection φ : zzw Ñ wzz with ei ´ eφpiq P C @iu(14)
Proof. The edges of PM ` C are parallel to vectors of the form ei ´ ej by the results on
Minkowski sums. We now prove (13) and (14), postponing the proof that pPM ` Cq X∆ is
a matroid rank polytope until the end.
Suppose z P VertppPM`CqX∆q. Then there exists w P PM such that w`ř aαpeiα´ejαq “ z
where each aα ą 0 and each eiα ´ ejα P C. Let C 1 “
ř
αRpeiα ´ ejαq. Let M1 be the matroid
such that PM1 is the face of PM that contains w in its relative interior. Let „M1`C1 be the
equivalence relation generated by „M1 and „C1 . Then by the above Tz,PM`C ´ z contains
the associated cone of „M1`C1 .
By Corollary A.2, w has integral sum of coordinates on any „M1 equivalence class, and z
has the same sum of coordinates on any „C1 equivalence class as w, so z has integral sum of
coordinates on any „M1`C1-equivalence class.
We first show (13). Suppose zi P p0, 1q for some i. Then there must exist an i1 „M1`C1 i with
i1 ‰ i for which zi1 P p0, 1q. But then for sufficiently small  ą 0, we have z ˘ pei ´ ei1q P
PM ` C as Tz,PM`C ´ z contains the associated cone of „M1`C1 . Also z ˘ pei ´ ei1q P ∆, so
z ˘ pei ´ ei1q P pPM ` Cq X∆, contradicting z P VertppPM ` Cq X∆q. Hence, z P Vertp∆q.
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Assume w P Vertppz ´ Cq X PMq. We will now show that w P VertpPMq (or equivalently
w P Vertp∆q), which will complete the proof of (13).
It suffices to show that if w R Vertp∆q, then pTw,M1 ´ wq X C 1 contains a nonzero vector v.
Indeed, such a v yields a small linear perturbation w˘ v P PM such that w˘ v P z ´C as
well, contradicting that w is a vertex of pz ´ Cq X PM.
If w R Vertp∆q, then there exists wi P p0, 1q. Then since the sum of the coordinates of w along
any „M1-equivalence class is integral, there exists i1 „M1 i with i ‰ i1 for which wi1 P p0, 1q.
Similarly, since the sum of the coordinates of z agrees with the sum of the coordinates of w
on any „C1 equivalence class, the sum of the coordinates of w on any „C1 equivalence class
is integral. Hence, there is an i2 „C1 i1 with i2 ‰ i1 for which wi1 P p0, 1q. Continuing in
this fashion, we create a sequence of indices i “ i1, i2, . . . for which i2β´1 „C1 i2β are distinct
and i2β „M1 i2β`1 are distinct and wiβ P p0, 1q for all β. As the list of indices is finite, we
have iα “ iβ for some minimal α ă β. We may assume that α and β have the same parity;
otherwise, we replace α by α ` 1 and iβ by iα`1. Now let
v “
β´1ÿ
j“α
p´1qjeij .
By grouping the terms in two different ways, we have v P Tw,M1 ´ w and v P C 1 as desired.
Hence w P VertpPMq, completing the proof of (13).
By combining terms, we may assume that we never have iα “ jα1 in the equation. As
w, z P Vertp∆q, this then forces jα P wzz and iα P zzw. By Hall’s marriage theorem, some
subset of tpjα, iαqu yields a matching between wzz and zzw, demonstrating (14).
Finally, we show that pPM ` Cq X ∆ is a matroid rank polytope. By (14), we can reach
all of the vertices of pPM ` Cq X ∆ by starting with PM and applying the operation P ÞÑ
pP ` Rě0vq X ∆ once for each v of the form ei ´ ej P C. As it is clear that the result of
applying this operation will keep P contained inside pPM ` Cq X ∆, when we reach all of
the vertices of pPM ` Cq X ∆ we will have exactly the polytope pPM ` Cq X ∆. Hence,
it suffices to show that the property of being a matroid rank polytope is preserved under
P ÞÑ pP `Rě0pei ´ ejqq X∆. By (13), all vertices of pP `Rě0pei ´ ejqq X∆ are of the form
v ` λpei ´ ejq P Vertp∆q for v P VertpP q and λ ě 0. This forces either λ “ 0, in which case
v ` λpei ´ ejq P VertpP q, or λ “ 1, in which case we get pvzjq Y i whenever j P v and i R v.
This description yields a matroid by the basis exchange property. 
Lemma A.4. Let M be a matroid and let C be a matroidal cone such that PM “ pPM `
Cq X∆. Let v “ ei ´ ej for some i ‰ j. Let z be a vertex of pPM ` C ` Rě0vq X∆. Let λ
be the minimum nonnegative value such that z ´ λv P PM ` C, and let λ1 be the minimum
value of |zzw| over all pairs pw, φq such that w P VertpPMq and φ : zzw Ñ wzz is a bijection
with ek ´ eφpkq P C ` Rě0v for all k P zzw. Then λ “ λ1.
Proof. Lemma A.3 guarantees that λ1 is well-defined. Observe that z´w “ řkPzzwpek´eφpkqq.
For each k P zzw, we have either ek´eφpkq P C or ek´eφpkq “ v`pek´eiq`pej´eφpkqq P v`C.
Summing over all k yields z ´w P µv `C for some µ ď |zzw| “ λ1. Then z ´ µv P w `C Ă
PM ` C, so λ ď µ ď λ1.
It remains to show that λ1 ď λ. We have an equation
(15) w `
ÿ
α
aαpeiα ´ ejαq ` λv “ z,
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where w P PM and aα ą 0 and eiα ´ ejα P C for all α. Note that if λ “ 0, then z P PM
and we know that all coordinates of z are integral so in fact z P VertpPMq and the result is
trivial. Hence, we may assume λ ą 0.
We may assume our equation is reduced in the sense that jα ‰ iβ for any α ‰ β. Let
C 1 “ řαRpeiα ´ ejαq. Clearly ei ´ ej R C 1 (nor its negation) as then we could use this to
decrease λ by perturbing the equation. Hence, by reordering the indices, we may assume
without loss of generality that jα ă iα and j ă i.
We may assume that w P PM is lexicographically maximal satisfying an equation of the form
(15) with jα ă iα and j ă i.
We show first that w P VertpPMq. As in the proof of Lemma A.3, if not all coordinates
of w are integral, then pTw,M ´ wq X C2 contains a line, where C2 is the cone generated
by Rpei ´ ejq and Rpeiα ´ ejαq for all α. If a nonzero multiple of ei ´ ej is used in the
expression for this line, then a small perturbation of w along one of the two directions of
the line decreases λ, contradicting the minimality of λ. Otherwise, w may be perturbed in
either direction, contradicting the lexicographic maximality of w. Hence, w P VertpPMq.
Suppose λ is not integral. We have i „C1 j as otherwise the sum of the coordinates of the
left-hand side of (15) in the C 1-equivalence class containing i is not an integer, contradicting
the integrality of z. Thus we may create a perturbation of the expression which decreases
λ, again a contradiction. Hence λ is integral.
Suppose ape` ´ ekq appears as one of the terms of the sum in (15) with k ‰ i, j and ` ‰ i, j.
Then for 0 ă  ă a, we have w` pel´ekq P PM `C and w` pel´ekq R PM “ pPM `CqX∆
by the lexicographic maximality of w. Hence w ` pel ´ ekq R ∆ for  arbitrarily small.
This implies either wl “ 1 or wk “ 0. No expression of the form bpek ´ ek1q appears in the
sum, so if wk “ 0, then we have w `ř aαpeiα ´ ejαq ` λpei ´ ejq has negative k-coordinate,
contradicting that z P ∆. Similarly, no expression of the form bpe`1 ´ e`q appears in the sum,
so if wl “ 1 then we have w `řα aαpeiα ´ ejαq ` λpei ´ ejq has `-coordinate strictly greater
than 1, contradicting the assumption z P ∆. Hence no such term ape` ´ ekq appears in the
sum.
Suppose now that ape`´ ejq appears as one of the terms of the sum in (15) with ` ‰ i. Then
by the same argument as above, either w` “ 1 or wj “ 0 lest w not be lexicographically
critical. If w` “ 1 we argue as above, and if wj “ 0 then since there is no other term in the
sum of the form bpek´ejq and λ ě 0, we get that zj ă 0, contradicting that z P ∆. A similar
argument shows that apei ´ ekq does not appear as one of the terms of the sum for k ‰ j.
Hence, each eiα ´ ejα is of the form ej ´ ek or e` ´ ei. Since w, z P Vertp∆q, we conclude
that each aα “ 1. Furthermore wk “ 1 if a term of the form ej ´ ek appears in the sum, and
w` “ 0 if a term of the form e`´ ei appears in the sum. Let a be the number of terms of the
form ej ´ ek and let b be the number of terms of the form el ´ ei. Then since zi, zj P t0, 1u,
we conclude that λ´ 1 ď a, b ď λ` 1. But a “ λ` 1 implies a ą 0, so there is a term of the
form ej´ek, and it also implies wj “ 0, so w`pej´ekq P pPM`CqX∆ “ PM, contradicting
the lexicographic maximality of w. Thus a ď λ. Similarly, we have b ď λ. Combining the
terms in the sum with λpei ´ ejq, we get λ terms of the form ei1 ´ ej1 P C Y pC ` vq which
yield a bijection φ : zzw Ñ wzz with φpi1q “ j1. Hence λ1 ď λ as desired. 
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Appendix B. Resolution via wonderful compactification
We recall the setup to blow up inductively an arrangement of subvarieties from [Li09]. In
this section, a variety is a reduced irreducible scheme of finite type over K.
B.1. Arrangement of subvarieties.
Definition B.1 ([Li09, Definition 2.1, Lemma 5.1]). Let X be a smooth variety and let
S “ tSiu be a finite set of smooth nonempty proper subvarieties of X. We say that S
is a simple arrangment of subvarieties of X if S Y tHu is closed under scheme-theoretic
intersection.
Definition B.2 ([Li09, Definition 2.2]). Let S be a simple arrangement of subvarieties of
X. A subset G Ă S is called a building set of S if for all S P S, the minimal elements of G
containing S intersect transversely and their intersection is S.
We say that a set G of subvarieties of X is a building set if it is a building set of some
simple arrangement S of subvarieties of X. In this case S is the set of all proper nonempty
intersections of elements of G.
B.2. Wonderful compactification.
Definition B.3 ([Li09, Definition 2.12]). Let X be a smooth variety and let G be a building
set of subvarieties of X. Order G “ tG1, . . . , Gnu so that Gi Ă Gj implies i ă j, i.e. Gi is a
minimal element of tGi, . . . , Gnu for all i. Let X0 “ X and for each k with 0 ă k ď n, let
Xk be the blowup of Xk´1 along ĂGk (the iterated strict transform of Gk in Xk´1). Define the
wonderful compactification XG to be Xn, which by Proposition B.2 below is independent of
the ordering of G.
By [Li09, Proposition 2.8], all the blowups carried out in Definition B.3 have smooth centers,
so XG is smooth.
Remark B.1. If X carries the action of an algebraic group G and G is a building set
containing only G-invariant subvarieties of X, then the action of G on X induces an action
of G on XG and the blowdown map XG Ñ X is G-equivariant.
Proposition B.2 ([Li09, Proposition 2.13]). The construction of XG in Definition B.3 agrees
with the closure of the image
Xz
ď
GPG
G ãÑ
ź
GPG
BlGX.
B.3. Resolution of maps. Proposition B.2 allows one to resolve a collection of rational
maps with smooth base loci via iterated blowups.
Proposition B.3. Let X 99K Xi be a finite set of rational maps with simple base loci
Bi. If G is a building set of subvarieties of X that contains each Bi, then the wonderful
compactification XG Ñ X resolves the map X 99KśXi.
Proof. Consider the diagram
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XG
ś
GPG BlGX
X
ś
iXi,
where the map
ś
GPG BlGX Ñ
ś
iXi is given on each factor by the composition
ś
GPG BlGX Ñ
BlBiX Ñ Xi. 
Corollary B.4. Let M be a d ˆ n matrix with no zero columns. Let V “ Kr and let
W “ Kd and let x1, . . . , xn P W be the columns of M . Let G be a building set of subvarieties
of Ppr`1qˆd´1 “ PpV b W ˚q that contains each subspace PpV b xKi q. Then the wonderful
compactification B “ pPpr`1qˆd´1qG is a GLr`1-equivariant resolution of µM :
B
Ppr`1qˆd´1 pPrqn
piM
rµM
µM
Proof. Apply Proposition B.3 with X “ Ppr`1qˆd´1 and Xi “ Pr, where the map X 99K Xi
is the multiplication map by xi. The equivariance follows from Remark B.1. 
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